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Two little psychopaths creating a scheme

You cover my butt and I will make your life a dream.

We'll will plunder and pillage with out any remorse

We can keep hidden our agenda though any course

With the Vampire as a metaphor for our psycho mind

We are loyal to no one, leaving all behind

We pretend to be your best friend,

We will suck the life right out of you in the end

We leave a path of devastation for you to repair

Few will believe you cause we are a great pair

Who threaten, blackmail and destroy

Your life as though it were a breakable toy

You have no value to us, other than what we can take

All of our befriending is fake,

That serves our animal nature which renders and shreds

Your life to pieces leaving you emotionally dead

Your demise is our goal, as we are 1 in each 100

and we create systems to maintain our system of dread

You can't win so don't try

Our minds are hardened and here is the reason why

Psychopaths are the apex predator of the human race

and unless you are like us, you can't keep up the pace.

Enlightened Psychopaths reveal the truth.

Come with us and step into our booth.

The secret is revealed to those whose mind has been excavated

Not being afraid to look because their own inner psychopath has been extricated.

We must all be “The Toto” and pull back the curtain,

Revealing to others a truth that is certain,

When truth is revealed there is nothing left to say
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Because the metaphor of the blaring light of day

Reveals what the psychopath believes is hidden.

Their recruits continue the path which is well ridden,

By those before of long century's ago,

Whose agenda is nefarious supported by an insane ego.

To become enlightened to the psychopath within

You must not be afraid to admit the harm the insane mind keeps hidden with a grin,

Revealing to the Divine

Your insane mind

Transformation take place in that state of radical honesty,

Because you choose with grace and modesty

To change your behavior from causing harm

To one of a truth seeker without the need of any magical charm

Freeing the mind through forgiveness, not judging the need,

To forgive is the anti-dote of the psychopaths creed.

Forgiveness in the present undoes the past and releases the future

Releasing your attachment for things to be different, leaving no mind suture.

When your mind is disturbed and upset, no one is responsible but you,

Making a complaint of guilt or blame, is just mind poo.

Looking within, admitting the truth to yourself and the Divine,

Will not make your journey easy, it will allow you to align

With the true source of all things

That only the truth can bring.

2015, Faith Dominoe
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This dissertation is “free to anyone,” because everyone in the world needs to understand what is wrong 
with this world and it needs to be fixed now! A donation is appreciated: cfs@mvpprograms.com at 
www.paypal.com. Also we support ourselves with our website: https://hw.life  This is an amazing 
product that everyone needs. Experience therapeutic sleep and restore your health and much more.

~> The process of creating this expose’ <~

This dissertation is not perfect, nor it is meant to be. It is an effort to help the peoples of the World 
recognize that there is a World Wide Problem, which professionals know and understand. The 
professionals are challenged with how is how to help us normies recognize the problem. There is an area 
of study “abnormal psychology” which covers this topic. There are articles I found and have incorporated 
into this dissertation in an attempt to help them get the word out about this worldwide problem. There 
are several topics covered here with 1 common theme that is the undercurrent of this presentation. 

There are references for which the website(s) are provided, where you can view the whole article. I have 
extracted exact quotes because these are professionals and you need to hear from them, i.e., what they 
understand, know and have concerns about.

Also this presentation is free to anyone because everyone in the world needs to understand this 
phenomena. A donation is greatly appreciated, as this is actually the results of lifetime accumulation of 
experience that now finally makes sense, due to studying what causes worldwide trauma. 

I came to realize that there exists very little who understood this as I came to understand psychopaths 
and psychopathic systems. I would chat with friends about it and as I explained how I understood it, it 
was very easy for my friends to grasp the concept.

So now here it is about 3 years later and I realized that how I explain  the psychopaths and their systems 
needs to get to a much larger audience because it is a time of confusion, not understanding what has 
happened to our ability to discuss opposing ideas – being shut down by a force that does not even 
understand why they are shutting down opposing ideas. World we have a problem! 

There was much discussion and debate that created our US Constitution and Declaration of 
Independence. Have you studied why those documents had to be written? Do you understand what the 
Founding Fathers attempted to create for us here in this USA? That could not have happened with out 
discussion and debate. You are not required to agree with another’s opinion. Why is there the vicious 
effort to not understand another’s ideas or thoughts about a topic? It makes absolutely no sense. Until 
you understand the Psychopaths and their Psychopathic Systems. Not to worry. This is an expose’ that 
reveals how you can recognize where they hang out and what they do. Come along with me if you dare. 
We will pull back the curtain on what is currently taking place. All it takes is a little Toto, who goes right 
to the issue and reveals the culprit that is a pretend magician who mis-directs your attention away from 
them and their systems so you never recognize what they are truly up to.

I struggled to come up with a title because there are so many that are appropriate:
The Psychopathic Matrix Revealed by The Enlightened Psychopathic
The Non-Deplorable Basket VS the Deplorable Basket
(An explanation of Non Deplorable plan to convince the world that the Deplorable’s are insane.)
The Deplorable Basket Speaks
What Happened – Divine Intervention

This dropped into my mind one evening:
“World we have a problem -  psychos to the left of me, psychos tot the right “I see psychopaths” decoding 
the psychopath within and without”
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Note: Everynight when I get into bed, my mind thinks and thinks and thinks about Psychopaths and 
their systems because I see it everywhere now. Now that I understand how they operate behind the 
curtain. There is information now daily that reveals the psychopathic operation they think are secret.

I knew years ago that I would write a book of some kind. I just did not know how I would do that. So 
about 20 years ago I started a website where I could put up information that I found interesting, 
www.divinedominoes.com. That allowed me to archive info and not have to always save the file, and 
provided a way to easily search a topic. A little over a year ago I added two categories: “Enlightenment” 
and “Psychopathic” to help others understand the distinction. So there is additional information to 
explore in those categories to understand both topics beyond this expose’.

I have observed during this current political a “crossfire hurricane type behavior” I would never have 
anticipated. I was never trained by my education or family to react emotionally. Somehow I learned to 
observe, and think on things. Of course back then we only had the evening news for information and only
3 TV channels from which to receive local and national news.

Principle Everyone should adopt: Be the Observer and Not the Emotional Reactor – to everything.
That is how you will retain your sanity.

Now with the Smart Phone age upon us and all of the internet technology available to us we can get 
instant live information. A whole host of internet stars have risen creating their own informational 
channel on video upload venues and live video/internet/real time chats, which circumvent the controlled
news media narrative. That really frustrates the Main Stream Media (msm). I think it is hilarious, 
because their (msm) true colors have been exposed and it is truly eye opening. When did news channel 
journalists become opinion hacks – attempting to influence what we believe. This is how a cult operates. 
How do I know this? Life experience in a religious cult. Once you understand how the cult leader(s) 
operate that can be used to understand how words of manipulation can be used in any venue to 
influence, whether it is true or not. This is where being the observe will greatly serve you.

Here is what is occurring which many have not been able to articulate. There is a fight over The Matrix 
that we experience. We are now going into the realm of the metaphor. It will help for you to discern the 
literal from the metaphor. I will endeavor to indicate the metaphor with [m] from here - so that clarity of 
this topic will be understood from the literal [l] 

Actually one word or phrase can be literal [l], a principle [p] or metaphor [m]. There may be more. 

Before we continue here are principles that I have gained over my lifetime than have helped me.

1) Separate what you think from what you feel. When you can trace down the thought that creates the
emotion you will be on the way to understand yourself. Your emotions reveal your standards and ethics. 
Since your thoughts create your emotions that will reveal your thought processes. Then take the time to 
examine those thoughts to understand your mind processes. Don’t judge. Just learn how your mind 
works. Simply engage with yourself and ask yourself this question. Name the emotion you are feeling and
ask yourself – What is the thought creating this emotional of ______. Then just wait. This is a mind 
training process. Be patient for the answer. As you continue to discipline your mind to separate thoughts 
from feelings it will get easier and easier to get the answer from your mind. The thought you receive will 
provide an insight into how you relate to your experiences. Do not judge your thoughts, simply observe 
them and offer thanks to your mind for revealing your thoughts to you. If we all did this there would be 
much less need for drugs whether from a covert supplier or from psychotherapists, psychiatrists, etc. 
Drugs seldom solve the problem. Granted that there are some mental conditions that drugs can help the 
brain, so that you are a functional human. We are over drugged and far too many choose that route 
rather than actually attempt to solve the problem of the mind, because it takes self-examination. Self-
examination is a process that is not taught in our schools, unless you reach college and take classes in the
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field of psychiatristy. You can get started today on your self-examination journey, by studying 
“Objectivism” by Ayn Rand and any book by Nathaniel Brandon.

There are of course many, many books on the topic. 

2) Cause no Harm. Cause no Harm is [l, p, m] If everyone functioned on the “do no harm” principle by
learning their thought processes and not unconsciously reacting we would have planetary peace. We have
no peace because of the “evil” interference by the “evil doers and their evil systems.” We could call them 
warmongers creating discord between people, groups and countries. There is absolutely no reason for us 
not to be a peaceful world. All we have to do is choose peace, and act in a peaceful manner. If you are not 
being peaceful then you have a mind that can be controlled by others. If you don’t control your own mind
then you will be subject to every other mastermind that is a master at sowing discord. Strive to follow #1 
above and get control of your vulnerable mind – if you do not - you will be seduced into insanity..
“You have to fight for your sanity.” Don McLean, author of song “American Pie.”

3) You must be radically honest with yourself and with your Divine Souce. [l] This is a lesson I learned by
watching “Believe” on OWN. I happened to binge watch the series and figured out that what you believe 
is irrelevant to whomever you subscribe to as a Divine Source that does not promote causing harm.  Any 
belief that promotes harm and destruction is from the “evil mind” that has been confiscated from your 
control and not a Divine Source. Most everyone followed in that series – Believe - was on a journey to 
resolved a pain burden that they could not get past. Murder in any form does not heal the broken heart. 
It takes effort to heal the heart and mind and is difficult because the mind resists to do the work/practice.
It did not matter what religious/spiritual belief that was subscribed to. All were seeking an answer to a 
pain burden that had them frozen in their heart and mind. When they were radically honest about their 
issue, then a trans-formative event took place within the mind relieving them from their pain, by 
supplying insight to their pain. They had a change of mind, which brings freedom to the mind.

Radical Honesty [l] is difficult for the mind, because it is difficult to admit to yourself the horror that you 
hide from yourself. You can’t fathom that your Divine Source can handle such information because you 
are afraid to learn how horrific your thoughts are. Your Divine Source can take it. The issue is you 
can’t take it. Holding onto that pain just chases you around until you confront it.  Admit the pain early, 
honestly look at your thoughts and experience the freeing transformation. We have been inculcated with 
the belief in “guilt” for thinking bad thoughts and been taught that an angry God will punish you for 
eternity? How is that loving? How is that any different than what Scientology does to people who leave 
Scientology and then stalk them with cameras, go through their garbage, spread vicious rumors. Oh yea. 
That is something I want to run right back into? That is insane! The stalking is insane. The stalking is 
torment! WTF is wrong with this picture?

In the Bible there is the story of the Prodigal Son. I am going to shorten it here to make a point. It is a 
great metaphor. The Son is given his inheritance by his Father and spends it and ends up having to work 
for a meager existence and live among the pigs in the mud. Then one day he comes to his senses and 
decides to go back home. Note: The Father does not chase him down. The Father allows the son to have 
his experience. The son on his own decides to go back home. A manager of the Father’s estate sees the 
Son walking up to road to home, runs and tells the Father. The Father declares they need to have a party 
to celebrate the Sons return. The Father does not go out and lecture the Son or beat the crap outta him 
for being so stupid in loosing his inheritance. The Father celebrates the Son’s return. This is a great 
metaphor for how the Divine Source allows you to have your journey and celebrates when you wake up 
and realize you can go back home and be supported in your enlightenment which you worked for through
your pain. There is no punishment for waking up. You punish yourself by staying asleep, which may 
allow you to turn to the dark side. Once you are awake you cannot go back to sleep and deny your 
journey/destiny.
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~>What Imagine Dragons has to say<~

Take a look at the lyrics to “Demons” by Imagine Dragons
Wow. What amazing insight into the internal journey that we all are confronted with. These lyrics are 
very revealing that someone has taken this journey of self-examination.
Look up the lyrics for “Demons” by Imagine Dragons right now before you proceed further in this 
expose’. Those lyrics will enhance your journey to understand self-reflection and the challenge it brings. 
Self – reflection is a must to evolve through your human experience. So stop reading and look up the 
lyrics to Demons and ponder on them. Can you understand what the author of that song is attempting to 
convey? Take some time to ponder on those words and you will see into the authors soulful journey.

Wow! Wow! Wow! - Can you understand the internal struggle those lyrics are expressing? If all of us 
were this honest with ourselves we could transform out of the control of the darkness within [l,p,m]

Now in this very moment I was inspired to listen and view the words of the song “Believer.” For some 
reason I just liked the music, and have heard it incorporated into movie advertisements. I never knew 
what the words actually were nor who this music was authored by. I have just been blown away [m]. It is 
another song by Imagine Dragons, which I did not know…

Believer by Imagine Dragons on their album “Evolve”

So now your mission is to go look up the lyrics to “Believer” by Imagine Dragons
Can you understand the authors soulful journey in Believer?

OMG! OMG! Believer is full of [l,p,m] on many levels. Who ever is the wordsmith on Believer is amazing.
I have to go listen to it again right now!

Now for a Spooky Quantum Entanglement event. After I listened to Believer I remembered a song by 
AWOL Nation. (We have slacker radio in our car and it is much like Pandora where you pick a genre and 
other songs are automatically selected in that genre.)  My Slacker Radio station is “Sail.” It is a song by 
AWOL Nation. There was a song in that genre by AWOL Nation and I remember the words from that 
song “ about a human being doing terrible tings” So I searched on Sail in youtube because I could not 
remember the group. When AWOL Nation came up I searched google with the phrase “awol nation i am 
a human being.” I never paid attention to the name of the song when it played on slacker from my Sail 
Radio station. On that google search the album “Run” came up. Not knowing which song those words 
were from - I requested the lyrics for “Run” and guess what – Run is the song with the words  that so 
clearly state the unfortunate facts of  the horrible things a human can do to another human Spooky 
Quantum Entanglement event.  Could we also call that a divine dominoe? This is just how it unfolded 
today.  

Demons is an expose on the inner struggle with the self and also the inner struggle to reveal that 
darkness within you can direct to others and especially to those you love which creates more internal 
conflict because once the inner darkness is revealed you risk loosing your friends and those you love. 
Notice that the song Demons is about the inner struggle, not the outer struggle to act out and cause harm
outside of your body. Staying within and facing your inner demons is what enlightenment is all about. 
Simple, right. What is the process to enlightenment. Go back and read the section about the series 
“Believe,” on OWN.

Now onto “Believer”. This is revealing that the inner demons are conquered by accepting that the “pain” 
when journeying through the pain, rather than acting out the pain onto others which solves nothing, 
allows you to take control of yourself, and your mind, so that you are not controlled by outside forces and
can think for yourself. That is well stated in the portion of Believer that talks about the events that 
happened in child hood, owned it, and owning it became the master of the pain.
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That lyric is a mantra that everyone should print out and meditate on.

There is a line that talks about transformation out of the pain and connecting to a spiritual journey.

As author’s are not allowed to provide the exact lyrics to songs, you will need to read the words and see if 
you can find which words I am referring to. It is all a journey, so take some time to examine the worlds of
“Believer.”

Those words are the process of being “radically honest” with yourself and your divine source. Consider 
that prayer is simply the practice of “radical honesty” which allows for a transformation to take place in 
your heart and mind.

~>Transfomrational Experience of Radical Honesty<~

This took place at my husbands father’s funeral. I hated his father, because he was a rager, and chronic 
complainer. He had to tell 5 people his complaint. When ever we went to his parents home I always did 
what I could to get out of the house. I did not have such an experience in my life and it really fractured 
my energy field. When I got back home I would be grumpy for 3 to 5 days and hated myself. 

So at his funeral I was observing all of the people at his funeral, perhaps about 80. I was asking myself 
how could so many people be at this funeral when they knew what a SOB he was. While I am sitting in 
the back having this radically honest conversation about how much I hated him and just had extreme 
trouble getting past that hate no matter how much forgiveness I practiced on the matter over the years. 
There was a man in the back (this was a Catholic churcn) singing his 2 favorite songs. As I listened I 
swear I could hear angels singing in the background. I began crying. Through my tears I observed that 
this person, was also a grandfather, a brother, a son, a step-father, a husband, an uncle, cousin, 
nephew...some of the relatives and friends crying. In that moment I had the realization that because of 
my husbands father I had gained an extended family. My husband has 3 older sister who just made me a 
part of the family. When my husband came into my life my family had fallen apart and I had no 
communication with them for about 2 years. I realized if it wasn’t for the Father whom everyone knew 
was an SOB, and were able to push trough – I gained an immediate family who welcomed me. When I 
had that realization I had an amazing release of my hate and that transformed into a state of gratefulness 
for this man. I had an attitude adjustment. My thoughts changed. If you have ever been through an NLP 
session and experienced the mental, emotional, physical relief that can bring, it is like feeling the 
exhaustion from running a marathon. That is how immense the relief was from the hate I felt. I was so 
grateful for the release and grateful for the gift of an extended family because of this man. A change in 
your mind can be instant, you just have to be radically honest. Back to Oprah’s Believe series. The release
that I had at the funeral is the same relief that those seeking an answer in that Believe series. You do not 
need to be joined to a group of any sort to experience a transformation. You just need to be radically 
honest. News Flash: The Divine Source can handle the truth about you and your dark side.

Are you wondering why I am pushing the practice of radical honesty? Keep reading…

It is not easy to journey into radical honesty – it is very difficult because it reveals the terror that lives 
within the mind and that can be frightening because you are afraid that you will act out and cause harm 
to another. Actually it is those who are not radically honest that cause the harm. There is a 
mental condition that prevents 1 in a 100 from looking within. In fact they have created systems with 
which to seduce and snare people in to their Matrix that have no understanding of their methods. This 
dissertation that I am constructing here is my attempt to free those who have been seduced and ensnared
unawares. The journey continues…
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I am just listening to “We The People” live youtube broadcast from April 8, 2018. There were several that 
went to Washington D.C. for an event and they are talking about it. They went there to support Dr. 
Jerome Corsi who has written, “Killing the Deep State.” He was at Barns and Noble for a meet and book 
signing. He also made arrangements with B&N to allow those who had already purchase to bring their 
books for him to sign. As I am listening to this broad cast there are 5 of the moderators of the “We The 
People” live stream who are in the live image and sharing about the event and how they plan to further 
support Dr. Corsi. The moderator who is providing this from his home just brought up Lee Greenwood’s 
“I’m Proud to be an American”, while the President and First Lady are entering the hangar. I always cry 
when I hear that song, and to see the President and First Lady walk in during that song is very 
emotionally moving. The background cheering for the President and First Lady is heart warming. These 
people (Corsi supporters) have chosen the Red Pill [p,m]. Keep reading...

~>The Matrix Fight<~

There are those who endeavor to manipulate the Matrix [p, m] we collectively experience [l]. Did you get 
that.? You can have a Matrix experience that is both a principle and metaphor and literal. Are your eyes 
crossing? There are factions who are experts at Matrix narrative manipulation with a story that may be 
true, part true, a lie or part lie. How do you figure out which is manipulation, true, part true, lie, part lie?

Here is what I have observed during this current political firestorm. The factions that attempt to 
manipulate the collective Matrix by a prescripted narrative keep digging an informational hole [m] 
because they are attached to that narrative being the truth, whether it is true or not [l]. That attachment 
does not allow them to accept any information that would contradict their story/narrative [l]. They have 
chosen the Blue Pill [p,m].

Just heard Jimmy Kimmel say in a interview that he is not interested in hearing/discussing an opposing 
viewpoint. Robert De Niro tweeted something similar that he has gone beyond the ability now to accept 
an opposing viewpoint. What? Really! He would not have been able to withstand the verbal discourse 
that the Founding Fathers had to engage in to bring about Freedom from Evil. That attitude by 
Kimmel/De Niro and others who are in the Blue Pill Matrix is why the Declaration of Independence and 
the US Constitution was created to allow us to experience “Freedom from Evil.” Thus those like 
Kimmel/De Niro are attached to a story being the truth no matter if it is true or not. What happened to 
disagreements being accepted because you take the time to discuss the opposing viewpoint to understand
the other persons position/ideas? Classic example of Blue Pill vs Red Pill Matrices.

Then there is the faction that wants the truth to be considered [l, p] which has no attachment to 
manipulating the narrative [l] by presenting the evidence which the MSM will not even acknowledge [l, 
p]. 

Now what you have is an informational [l] war [m] between those factions. One faction wants to 
manipulate the informational Matrix [l,p] and the other faction [l] attempts to have the evidence 
considered by the first faction. The manipulated information cannot be accepted due to their attachment 
that the manipulated information be the real truth, whether it is true or not.

Pres Trump on inauguration day swore: “to preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the United 
States. That is our Presidents only job. Not anything else. Nada. Zip. Zilch. Name one thing that Obama 
did to preserve, protect and defend our US Constitution?  Obama did was as much as he could to 
dismember, destroy, subvert, violate all that our US Constitutional laws and principles that were 
created . to protect, us from the “evil.” That ‘evil” is declared in the “Declaration of Independence.” We 
will delve into that later. We could say it is a Declaration From Evil. This ‘evil” will be defined in this 
philosophical dissertation so you will be able to easily identify how “evil” functions and manifests in our 
world experience.
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Oh by the way Michelle, my Father never, ever did a thing to “dismember, destroy, subvert, violate all 
that our US Constitution laws and principles that were created to protect, us from the “evil” like your 
husband did. Your husband whom you are obligated to defend does not mean you make up metaphors to 
denegrate the other person you do not agree with. Have some dignity. Hey former first lady if Jimmy 
Kimmel had made any derogatory statement about you (HRC) – it would have been called racist. So what
do you call what Jimmt Kimmel said about Melania durng the Easter event at the Whitehouse 2018. 
Where’s that Fatherly support now? Why isn’t he speaking up? Why aren’t you?

With the topic(s) that I have studied over the years a congruency of understanding has manifested. It is 
an understanding that is wholly out of the quadrant thinking. Once you see [l,p] behind the curtain [m] 
how the manipulators operate [l]– you can never unsee it.

WARNING: Proceed with Caution. If you cannot handle/consider that there is a secret effort to 
steal/circumvent your ability to think and reason what is truly occurring then stop and turn back. This is 
not conspiracy. FYI: in law any two people agreeing is “conspiracy.” This a philosophical dissertation. 
There is a hidden condition that we all must confront that hangs out in our mind. Once confronted you 
become in charge of your life rather than an emotionally reacting victim. Did you miss it? I already 
clarified it in the section above on “Believe.” Go back and re-read that section.

~>The Black Ops of Hidden Psycho-pathological Agenda<~

From here on I will attempt to build a case with layers of events that point to the secret operation of this  
black ops [m] hidden psychological [l,p] war [m] that hides to keep the covert tactics of the mind 
manipulation functioning. Once exposed you can choose to change what you think, feel, believe. You will 
be in charge and not the irrational operation of your emotionally reactive mind. This work is to help you 
understand that you have a choice – truth [l,p] or illusion [l,p]. You can truthfully choose illusion [l,p]. 
You have the freedom to consciously choose the illusion and deny the truth. Now that is true freedom. 
Bet you never considered that is what ‘freedom” truly is. A state of mind that chooses 
truth or illusion, knowing truthfully that you have the option to choose the illusion 
because the truth is just too horrific to acknowledge.
There will be some horrific truths being revealed and many will want to close down their ears, eyes and 
mind to the horror. Choose to get ready to help those you truly care about through this coming horrific 
reveal. Look for those horrors to be revealed possibly after the Military parade that President Trump 
wants on Veterans Day 2018.

Get prepared: on www.youtube.com: We the People, CBTS, Seething Frog, Lionel Nation, TrueLies QNN, 
Citizens Investigative Report, Praying Medic, Stroppy Me (my favorite due to the Australian accent) there 
are more...to understand what they are referring to go here: www.qanonpost.com

A definition of “evil.” (Evil is not the hidden ops.) The term evil is a metaphor for the actual 
psychological condition which we will reveal later in this expose’.

The following italic words are from ACIM (A Course in Miracles). Then I clarify below the “quotes”
FYI: The “miracle” is that you change your mind about the world, with the tools provided in the ACIM 
discourse.

Vengence is...a misinterpretation. By which one assigns their own evil past...
Projects their own evilness on to others to hide their own evil deeds (no ability to be radically honest with
theirself, so the hidden terror is projected onto others)

...the sharing of evil dreams and hate...bitterness, death, suffering and loss...
We share a collective Matrix experience that is orchestrated by the evil doers. 
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...if you share an evil dream. You will believe the evil dream you share and knowing it you will not 
want to know your own identity. You will make war upon yourself, which seems to be your enemy, and
will attack your brother as a part of what you hate. You are yourself or an illusion. What can be 
between the truth and illusion? Where you can be a thing that is not you, must be a dream and not 
truth.
Hiding within the dream projecting evil onto others, prevents you from doing an honest self-assessment 
of the evil within your mind. Projecting your evil onto others is an exposure of the war you are exacting 
on yourself. Are you the projection you hide from yourself? How do you assess who you really are? Can 
you assess your own evil within your own mind? That which you project onto others creates a false 
Matrix narrative for who you are and who others are.

you think you are the home of evil, darkness and sin. You think if anyone could see the truth about 
you, he would be repelled, recoiling from you...
Therefore you create a scenario that prevents you from an authentic self-examination/radical honesty. 
Blaming others does not allow you to self-assess. Someone wrote a book about that very action “What 
Happened.” No ability to self-assess via radical honesty [l]

O.K. I am going to say it right here. There are many who believe Donald Trump’s win was Divine 
Intervention, because all of the odds were on HRC winning. When you understand all of the odd’s 
orchestrated before and now during his presidency against him it certainly appears there was other 
worldy support. Now if there was Divine Intervention for Donald Trump to become president, you also 
must accept that all of the excuses in “What Happened” were also Divine Intervention to prevent HRC 
from being president in 2017. Hmmm….

your evil thoughts as you see value in attack...and so they come in fearful form, with content still 
concealed
You function is from only 2 forms - Love or Hate. Fear is from Hate and always seeks to conceal from 
others that you are functioning from Hate. You are really concealing from yourself that you are 
functioning from Hate.

what is not happiness is evil
Isn’t it interesting that the US Constitution declares that we are free to pursue life, liberty and happiness, 
as our unalienable rights given to us by our Creator. What did the creators of the US Constitution 
understand about evil? Why was that document dealing with our function on this Earth?

what is ego. Where the evil was.
The Divine does not see you as “evil” because anything that comes from the Divine does not contain evil. 
The evil that you create is from the illusion of the separated ego, not truth. Separation is the 
manifestation of the absence of radical honesty.

where is the ego. In an evil dream, but seemed real while you were dreaming it.
Evil lives in the illusory self and projects to create the narrative of the false Matrix (dream).

Love cannot give evil and what is not happiness is evil.
Spreading hate is the lie you deem to create as your self. Hate creates separation and division.
Who is endeavoring to create separation and division? Who is creating a false narrative? Who is 
endeavoring to keep you in turmoil so that you war with yourself and others? Who is endeavoring to 
bring happiness to your life? Do you exist in the state of love, or hate. Now doesn’t that make life more 
simple? There is only Love or Hate manifesting. Which state do you exist in? What state do others exist 
in? Why do you hang out with those who manifest Hate?

You could be anyone or anything, depending on whose evil dream you share. You can be sure of just 
one thing; that you are evil, for you share in dreams of fear
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You are free to not share in the evil dream of others, thus setting yourself free. You have a choice. That 
can be a tough choice because that means you will not have those people around to influence you. 
Hanging out with your own thoughts can be a very scary thing, because you will need to be radically 
honest about your true intentions. Facing the truth of who you have chosen to manifest takes away all of 
your illusory excuses.

Forget not that the witness to the world of evil cannot speak except for what has seen a need for evil in
the world.
It is extremely difficult to be radically honest with yourself and look at the evil within. Those that blame 
and make excuses have no ability to honestly self-asses. The inability to self-asses the evil within causes 
you to see only that your hidden evil will naturally self-express via projection on to others to hide your 
own evil.

Pain is the thought of evil taking form, and working havoc in your holy mind...
Evil only creates pain. Pain that is docked in the mind. That is Hate, not Love. How do you relieve 
yourself of the pain from evil that lives in your mind?

...in yourself that have reality, nor changed the universe so that what God created was replaced by fear
and evil, misery and death. If you remain as God created you fear has no meaning, evil is not real, 
and misery and death do not exist
Here you have the perspective of the Divine about who you truly are. Because of self-hate which comes  
from Fear trapping you in the inability to be radically honest, you believe if you look at the evil within you
will no longer be held in esteem of the Divine.
Note: in my own personal experience – I have learned that the Divine can take the truth of the evil that 
resides within. What horrifies you is how horrific your potential is to create horror on yourself and 
others. Better to admit your inner evil than hide it by projecting it by blame and excuses onto others. 
That resolves noting. Who keeps you in turmoil, blames and makes excuses? You not only do that to 
yourself, you will also allow others to do it to you. Stop it now, you deserve better. Why do you not see 
yourself as the Divine sees you?

Sin "proves" God's Son is evil
False projection kills. Is that what you are meant to do? Is that your true purpose?

 Although you are one Self, you experience yourself as two; as both good and evil, loving and hating, 
mind and body. This sense of being split into opposites induces feelings of acute and constant conflict, 
and leads to frantic attempts to reconcile the contradictory aspects of this self-perception. You have 
sought many such solutions, and none of them has worked. The opposites you see in you will never be 
compatible. But one exists. The fact that truth and illusion can not be reconciled, no matter how you 
try, what means you use and where you see the problem, must be accepted if you would be saved.  Until
you have accepted this, you will attempt an endless list of goals you cannot reach; a senseless series of 
expenditures of time and effort, hopefulness and doubt, each one as futile as the one before, and failing 
as the next one surely will.
Here we have the distinction that we are at conflict within ourselves. When you have not resolved that 
conflict within the self it then tends to be projected out onto others unconsciously. That projection is an 
attempt to hide the evil within. It is very difficult to confront and acknowledge the evil within. Where are 
the classes and training to learn how to confront the evil within? That is the challenge we all face and 
must figure out on our journey. This is also the problem with the World – those who inhabit it have no 
skills to confront or resolve the evil within it without causing more evil!

“ Spirit makes use of mind as means to find its Self expression. And the mind which serves the spirit is 
at peace and filled with joy. Its power comes from spirit, and it is fulfilling happily its function here.  
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Yet mind can also see itself divorced from spirit, and perceive itself within a body it confuses with itself.
Without its function then it has no peace, and happiness is alien to its thoughts.”

When we are tapped into our Divine purpose there will be no conflict within the self. Note: Conflict 
resides in the mind only. Note the only way to get tapped into your divine purpose is to have a process by 
which you confront and conquer the evil within, via radical honesty with yourself.

“If we are using perception to justify our own mistakes—our anger, our impulses to attack, our lack of 
love in whatever form it may take—we will see a world of evil, destruction, malice, envy and despair. 
All this we must learn to forgive “

Forgiveness in the present undoes the past and releases the future. That means whatever angst that 
manifests in your mind on any topic is your issue and needs forgiveness. It is a process called “fearless 
forgiveness.” Anything that brings fear to the mind needs forgiveness. You never, ever need to justify 
forgiveness. It is your mind that is in turmoil. Not the topic. The topic is a trigger for you to take a look at 
the evil within. In the moment you react is the moment you need to forgive. Practicing forgiveness in the 
present moment also helps to alleviate past mental angsts that you hold onto and releases the future by 
having those things which bothered your mind to no longer be an issue for your mind. Forgiveness is a 
practice that your separated ego will resist. Fearless forgiveness is the best method to alleviate the evil 
that resides within the mind. “Fearless Forgiveness” is a term from a workshop I attended by Gary 
Renard.  More at www.garyrenard.com

“rests upon your eyelids so you see no dreams of fear and evil, malice and attack. “

This is the state of mind you can achieve with the process of Fearless Forgiveness.

Deny your own Identity, and you will not escape the madness which induced this weird, unnatural and
the veil of ignorance is drawn across the evil and the good, and must be passed that both may 
disappear, so that perception finds no hiding place.  How is this done?  It is not done at all. What could 
there be within the universe that God created that must still be done? ghostly thought that mocks 
creation and that laughs at God. Deny your own Identity, and you assail the universe alone, without a 
friend, a tiny particle of dust against the legions of your enemies. Deny your own Identity, and look on 
evil, sin and death, and watch despair snatch from your fingers every scrap of hope, leaving you 
nothing but the wish to die.

There is nothing else for the Divine to do. All principles are stable and available. It is the part of the mind
that believes it is separated from the Divine that evil has been allowed the door to be open to start  the 
descent into the trap of the evil mind. What about those religions who believe death is a reward when 
murdering other human beings? What kind of mind takes a family and straps bombs on the children? 
How can that in any definition of sanity be a Divine purpose?

A dream of judgment came into the mind that God created perfect as Himself. And in that dream was 
Heaven changed to hell, and God made enemy unto His Son. How can God's Son awaken from the 
dream? It is a dream of judgment. So must he judge not, and he will waken. For the dream will seem to 
last while he is part of it. Judge not, for he who judges will have need of idols, which will hold the 
judgment off from resting on himself. Nor can he know the Self he has condemned. Judge not, because 
you make yourself a part of evil dreams, where idols are your "true" identity, and your salvation from 
the judgment laid in terror and in guilt upon yourself.
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We must accept that we created a false dream of terror, which we project onto others to justify the terror 
we perpetrate onto others. When we face this dream of terror and admit it resides in the mind, then we 
can take action to change our mind and free ourself from the dream of terror. Releasing ourself from the 
dream of terror is a process of admitting the ideas of horror we create to hide that we can have such 
thoughts of horror, mayhem, destruction, etc. Once admitted, we have also admitted to our Divine 
Source that we harbor such thoughts. We are fearful of admitting to our Divine Source we have such 
thoughts because we believe we will be punished by the Divine Source for such thoughts. Once you 
realize that the Divine Source has no animus toward your thoughts, which can be healed (thoughts), 
there is great freedom. Once you accept that freedom to admit your thoughts without judgement or 
punishment that is when true transformation can occur. Forgiveness is the practice that heals the mind 
from those thoughts of terror. Radical Honesty is a process where by in an instant you have forgiven 
yourself by admitting you have such terrorizing thoughts. Admitting those terrorizing thoughts frees you 
from them. Then you have room in your mind to change your mind about the thing that terrorized you.  
That is the definition of “miracle” - Changing your mind to a state of freedom and no longer a captive of 
self terror. As you release your thoughts of terror your mind is free to consider other wonderful potentials
and possibilities. Fearless Forgiveness releases your mind from the fear of the horror and terror that the 
mind holds onto. Your mind will no longer have the need to hold the horror and terror. You will then 
begin to recognize others who are imprisoned in their mind of fear and how they function unconsciously 
from that fear. You then have a choice to help them or just notice their function and move on. When you 
recognize their fear you can practice Fearless Forgiveness for yourself and benefit from the fear you 
recognize in them. Those recognized fears are the shared dream matrix we have created thus sharing that
dream. Fearless Forgiveness releases us from that shared fear dream matrix.

All figures in the dream are idols, made to save you from the dream.Yet they are part of what they 
have been made to save you from. Thus does an idol keep the dream alive and terrible, for who could 
wish for one unless he were in terror and despair? And this the idol represents, and so its worship is the
worship of despair and terror, and the dream from which they come.

The idols are the judgement and punishment we protect to hide the horror we maintain in our mind.

As long as any mind remains possessed of evil dreams, the thought of hell is real. 

Hell is created by the idols we created to punish ourselves – thus holding on to the fear dream matrix.

while attack remains attractive to you,

How crazy is that? We become addicted to attacking? Who perpetuates that continuing methodology of 
attack?

No light but this can end our evil dream 

Light is a metaphor for realization. What if that realization is just waking up to the horror burrowed in 
the mind and admitting it?

Fear binds the world. Forgiveness sets it free. The ego makes illusions. Truth undoes its evil dreams by 
shining them away. Truth never makes attack. It merely is.  And by its presence is the mind recalled 
from fantasies 
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And there it is. Fear binds – Forgiveness frees. Which state of mind are you choosing? Fear or Freedom? 
Consider that truth is a process of creating freedom in the mind by the practice of Fearless Forgiveness 
and radical honesty.

The messengers of fear are harshly ordered to seek out guilt, and cherish every scrap of evil and of sin 
that they can find 

...whether real or not. Perhaps a great example of that practice is the author of “What Happened”

The ego may see some good, but never only good. That is why its perceptions are so variable. It does 
not reject goodness entirely, for that you could not accept. But it always adds something that is not real
to the real, thus confusing illusion and reality. For perceptions cannot be partly true. If you believe in 
truth and illusion, you cannot tell which is true.

The separated ego will create separation because that is how it survives. 

Conflict is the root of all evil, for being blind it does not see whom it attacks. Yet it always attacks the 
Son of God, and the Son of God is you.

The conflict is the fear of being found out so we do all that we can to hide from revealing that fear to 
ourselves thus revealing it to our Divine Source. The attack is upon ourself. To believe we are not 
attacking ourself we project guilt onto others and attack them. 

the authority problem. This is "the root of all evil." Every symptom the ego makes involves a 
contradiction in terms, because the mind is split between the ego and the Holy Spirit 

Evil is a metaphor of a psychological condition that resides within the mind and carefully crafted 
institutions that perpetuate and maintain that psychological condition, creating a false authority through 
deception and orchestrated mis-direction.

It is reasonable to ask how the mind could ever have made the ego. In fact, it is the best question you 
could ask

Are you asking? Also ask why your mind created your ego. It is a false rebellion against your Divine 
Source because you believe you will be judged and punished by the Divine, which us false. Didn’t an 
author have an interview or discussion with the Pope and claimed the Pope cancelled Hell. Whoa?

And every body that you look upon reminds you of yourself; your sinfulness, your evil and, above all, 
your death 

How true is that? HRC?

Well that that hopefully provides some insight into how the mind functions, how to heal it so you can 
exist in freedom and not fear. Fearless Forgiveness and Radical Honesty.

~>In God We Trust – It’s a Metaphor Stupid<~

What stirred me up to write this is an attempt to remove “In God We Trust.” Along with other 
discussions and revelations from “Q”, youtube: CBTS, We the People, TrueLiesQnn, Lionel Nation, David
Seaman, Mark Dice, Infowars, Jerome Corsi, Citizens Investigative Report, Praying Medic, etc. The 
current sensoring of Youtube, Google, Twitter of those that have different information not aligned with 
the Fake News.
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We get into useless discussions when everything is taken literally. You will have a much broader 
understanding if you look at terms that trigger you as a metaphor/principle with a greater expansion of 
meaning. “In God We Trust” harkens back to the “Declaration of Independence” and the “unalienable 
rights”  provided to us by our Creator for pursuit of life, liberty and the happiness, by the framers of our 

US Constitution. The word “God” is not used in either the US Constitution or Declaration of 
Independence. Think of “God” as Divine Source instead and you will expand your understanding of the 
thinking the framers of the US Constitution. Could the Framers have chosen on purpose not to use the 
word “God” because they understood the controversy that would be created in the separated ego mind 
just to create controversy. This is no different than the movement to literally take down statues of those 
who fought for our freedom from the sadistic British control. Simply make the statues a 
metaphor/principle of an event leading to a country of freedom that many other peoples of other 
countries envy and desire for their country to also be free. Have you ever considered that politicians are 
attracted to government? Why? And “evil” manifests? Breaking away from evil is not easy. It takes an 
awakening and a change of mind to the “evil” to take action to break away both mentally and literally.

So everything above this sentence is how you decode the psychopath within. We all have a bit
of a psychopath within the mind and it can be conquered. Note I said “bit of a psychopath.” A full 
psychopath will see no need to do any of the above because their brains are markedly different as 
revealed in brain scans. 

~> Decoding Psychopathic Systems<~

Taking away the statues is no different than Book Burning – taking away the freedom of speech from 
those of our history. Those who rose up in our historical turmoil of freedom from the British control and 
are memorialized in statues fought a different fight than we are now fighting. There is also an underlying 
foundation of the same evil manifesting today. We just need the tools to recognize that evil. That is why I 
have created this principled dissertation. To help you recognize how you have been conscripted in to an 
army of evil without understanding or knowing the methodology of recruitment.

Wow! Wow! Wow! I am so fractured after listening:

http://www.divinedominoes.com/psychopathic/1078/Horrific-Diabolical-Evil-Sinister-Shocking

Testimony is 1.5 hr. I had to stop at 1 hr because I could not comprehend such horror would be complied 
with. In a Religion no less! What? So I had to take a few days off from continuing this dissertation to get 
my fractured self back together. The testimony of a Carmelite nun and the torture purportrated on the 
other naive nuns resisting horrific abuse. I had no idea such horror existed in this Catholic Sect. It is 
nauseating and part of the evil that is hidden behind the curtain of false piety. What these nuns suffered 
is an expose’ on a fully integrated Psychopathic System. It is so very very sad that a human being can 
express in such a devoid of consciousness.

I must say that is rather amazing that information somehow just shows up for me that supports the 
thesis I am presenting here. It is shocking how what I listened to fits so nicely to help me make my point 
so that it will be undeniable that this horror is alive well and functioning and has been so for thousands 
of years. Think you know what I am talking about? Well keep reading.
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~>Psychopathic Systems and the Push Back on Psychopathic Systems<~

Scientology as exposed by Leah Remini on A&E’s Scientology: The Aftermath .All secret cults. Right now 
A&E has a series now “Cults and Extreme Beliefs”. I am shocked at how many include sexual abuse of 
children. Any religion that demands the death of others. Your first principle must be “cause no harm.” 
That should be your self-assessment guide to check your activities, i.e, systems in which you participate. 
Most participate in Psychopathic Systems unknowingly.

The USA Constitution and Declaration of Independence were a push back against a Psychopathic Ruling 
System in Britain/Eurpoe. (There is a millennia of recorded history on the topic.)

For ease of understanding we will extract some of the dialogue from the Declaration of Independence.
Source: http://americainclass.org/sources/makingrevolution/rebellion/text8/decindep.pdf

“The unanimous Declaration” - Note the Framers are making a declaration that is all inclusive by using 
the term “unanimous.” 

Unanimous - Source: http://www.dictionary.com/browse/unanimous?s=t
“of one mind; in complete agreement”

So what were they in complete agreement about? Why did they think it was necessary to make a 
declaration of unanimity?

Here is the answer:
“When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands”

Note: the reference to “one people” refers back to the unanimity of complete agreement. So in order to 
dissolve the political bonds it was necessary to put the unanimous declaration in writing, because the 
political bonds placed on the inhabitants of the Colonists was in writing in Britain. 

Why is it necessary to declare that those political bonds are necessary to dissolve?

Here is the answer:
“mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.”

These people of one mind in agreement are forced to declare and put in writing the reasons to dissolve 
the political bonds of Britian/Europe and High Contrating Parties (meaning the bosses of Religion. The 
Treaty of Verona follows and will explain.) Note: political bonds is a distinction that a system created by 
man is the issue. Political bonds are not a Divine precept. The Framers are making a distinction that is a 
man created system that made the political bonds and not the Creator. What did they understand about 
the idea/concept of a Creator and did not reference to a God?

Here is the answer:
“all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that 
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”

The Framers were in unanimous agreement about the range of the Creator, i.e., all men are created equal
in that they have the right to Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. Humankind is equal in their
ability to “do”. No one in Humankind has the right to create chaos, mayhem, murder, discord, 
repression, suppression, lie, manipulate, etc, cause harm to any other human who is pursuing their right 
to Life, Liberty and their pursuit of Happiness.
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Unalienable - Source: http://www.dictionary.com/browse/unalienable?s=t

“not transferable to another or not capable of being taken away or denied”
In the British Empire rights were granted by the King, Baron, Duke, etc. therefore they could also be 
taken way denied by the King, Baron, Duke, etc. So the Framers made the distinction and a declaration 
that human rights do not come from another human and cannot be denied by another human. They 
come from the Creator and they are “unalienable.” That means those rights are immutable, and cannot 
be dismissed/denied by any other human no matter their rank on the Earth. The Framers built a “wall” 
in written principle.

Wow! Here the Framers were declaring and making a separation between granted rights by an Earthly 
Ruler and non-deniable Rights from the Creator, an non-earthly inhabitant!? So the Framers were 
attempting to create a spiritual land with spiritual guidelines. I never got that insight till I started writing 
this right here, right now. Hmmm. Sort of knocked of my chair on that one because now I am thinking 
had we been allowed to pursue that path of spiritual guidelines with respect for all life...Why could the 
British Empire not allow that to happen? What caused the vicious endeavors with wars to prevent that 
spiritual pursuit? Who would we be today if that pursuit been allowed to flurish? What would the whole 
world be today if that spiritual pursuit flurished? Something vicious and diabolical this way came! Why? 
Keep reading…

Since the people of the new land needed management and protection to maintain those unalienable 
rights, a government needed to be created. The Framers also recognized that events could arise to 
subvert those protections, because there is an inheirant place in the mind to subvert the Creator. Why? 
Because the Creator has no need for power or control, thus no need to subvert others to the Creators 
subjugation. It is only the darkness of the human mind that needs power and control. Now isn’t it 
interesting that the British Empire rulers were supported by the Pope (Treaty of Verona). So why did 
some of the British Empire rulers believe they could behave badly toward the non-ruling class when 
supported by the Pope? I know, I know, your mind is getting twisted in a Crossfire Hurricane Firestorm.

The Framers understanding the potential of subversion they set forth a provision:

“whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends. It is the Right of the People to 
alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, ... shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and 
Happiness.”

destructive of these ends – Note: the ends are the unalienable rights to which the people have a right 
to maintain, is set in the Declaration of Independence are given the right to make those subversive 
notions and events to be abolished. That provision is necessary because of the propensity of those in the 
government to be agents of the British Crown, to attempt to subvert the Constitution which sets up our 
government. The people are given the right to create a new government that is in alignment with the 
spiritual pursuit. Why is there continuing and ongoing efforts to subvert our USA Constitution today?
Keep reading...

“all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer,... than to right themselves by 
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed...when a long train of abuses and usurpations, 
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is 
their right, it is their duty,to throw off such Government.”

Humankind will continue to suffer because some suffering is durable. When the suffering is constant you
are distracted from your spiritual pursuit because you can only concentrate on survival. That is the plan 
of the dark mind - to keep you from your spiritual pursuit with chronic trauma, i.e., abuses and 
usurpations (obviously this has never stopped and unfortunately continues to this day.) Why? The 
Framers created the clarion call here to rise up and undo, end, stop the corrupt supressive government 
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that would take away your unalienable rights endowed by the Creator, which is above any landbased 
ruler. Even back in the Bible of 2 millennia ago, there is the notification that what is warred against, is 
Principalities and Powers inhibiting the spiritual pursuit:

Eph.6

1. [12] For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

If it was recognized 2 millenia ago, could it have been recognized earlier? Keep reading.

“The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, an 
absolute Tyranny over these States. ”

Tyranny - http://www.dictionary.com/browse/tyranny?s=t
“unrestrained exercise of power

~>Unrestrained Exercise of Power <~

Who has need of unrestrained power? Why? What comes to mind here is the TV series: Scientology: The 
Aftermath” with Leah Remini. She bravely exposed the stalking that takes place with private citizens who
leave Scientology, with filming without permission, going through garbage, claim they are suppressive 
persons, and Scientology denies that whatever anyone says to expose the abuse and corruption is a lie. 
Who in their right mind would want to go back when they are treated like they are slave property?” When
in actuality those that left Scientology saw through the lie. They decided they no longer wanted to “live 
between the lies.” This is actually a form of civil war, because those that leave no longer want to comply 
because they see through the lies and can no longer live between those lies. The King of Great Britain 
actually created a literal war and paid for German soldiers to go to the USA and do the Kings dirty work, 
simply because the Colonists wanted to print their own form of money among other systems that 
provided function in the new world. Why would anyone think that pursuit either by civil or literal war 
would inspire anyone into happy compliance? It boggles the mind.

Ooohhh! Just had a very interesting chat with myself. What if other peoples and other countries read our 
Declaration of Independence and adopted it for their country? Is that what all of this push back is 
worldwide is about? Is that why there are continuing wars, school shootings, protests to shut down 
opposing thought and paid for by sources outside of the USA, push back on Brexit, and more? The push
back is intended to hinder one’s spiritual pursuit. Keep the masses distracted by trauma/drama, 
thus hindering one’s spiritual pursuit. What a magnanimous Earth we would have if all were allowed to 
pursue their own spiritual path. Note: A true spiritual path first guiding principle must be: Do No Harm. 
If we are a spiritual being having a human experience, why would we not choose to be the best we can be 
in this human experience?

Back to the Believe series on OWN – It did not matter the belief – what matters is what you do. A chef, 
rock climber, librarian, pilot, any pursuit whether a vocation or hobby is a spiritual endeavor. How much 
effort does it take to Do No Harm? Self-awareness, self-assessment, self-improvement, i.e, challenging 
your intent and motives for everything you do to make sure no harm is intended or created by what you 
do. Simple. Yet hard to discipline the mind to the radical honesty process.

Now back to the Declaration of Independence to go to one last point which truly horrific...

Here is the most heinous crime of the British Crown:
“He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their 
Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands.”
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Imagine the horror of being conscripted to murder those who are taking a stand against the British 
psychopathic tyranny or to kill yourself if you refuse to murder your fellow patriots. That is the center 
point of this dissertation. I had no idea that heinous crime would express so well the issue we are in 
principle and literally facing today, Most are not aware of who or where the psychopaths manifest. 
Psychopaths are masters at mis-direction, manipulation, deception, seduction of the mind to set you up 
for extreme betrayal to their glee. Note: Supportive material by professional researchers is available at 
www.divinedominoes.com and links will be provided at the end of this work.

Here is the last paragraph of the Declaration of Independence:

“We, therefore, the representatives of the united States of America, in General Congress, Assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by
Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these United Colonies
are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to 
the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the State of Great Britain, is and 
ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, 
conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which 
Independent States may of right do. And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the 
protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred
Honor.”

Note: In the quote above there are 2 references to another way to say Creator, 1) Supreme Judge of the 
world, 2) divine Providence. They are going above the British King and the Church officials that crowned 
him. 

We have been watching the TV series “Riverdale.” It is a take off on the comic “Archie” with a very 
darkside. The finale had a quote in there and I notice such things because I see psychopaths – that 
statement went something like this: “you can have a darkside and not be evil.” Yes! Yes! Yes, because you 
have the ability to check your darkness at the door and not act on it. Not do anything! When you act on 
do is when you step into the “evil” of things.

~>Letters shed new light on British despair during the American War of Independence <~

Source: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/7271468/Letters-shed-new-
light-on-British-despair-during-the-American-War-of-Independence.html

There is a new found cache of letters from British Generals being sold at auction, excerpt below...
“predicts even at this early stage that the Crown would only be able to subdue the rebellion with the help 
of German or Russian allies...[becaue] Such a pittance of troops as Great Britain and Ireland can supply 
will only serve to protract the war, to incur fruitless expense and insure disappointment...The collection 
reveals attitudes from George III and his political aides in London that bordered on plain delusional as 
they failed to grasp the realities 3,500 miles away...Sir Henry writes that the American revolutionaries 
are much more "obstinate" than realised by the "short-sighted folks in England””

Apparently there was not enough support in Britain to support the American Revolution, because they 
had to rely on support from Ireland, France and Spain.

Isn’t it interesting that there was enough push back from the Americans, which eventually brought so 
much debt to Britain that Britain had to end the war. I call that determination to succeed. Now think 
about all the unnecessary suffering in America, Britain, France and Spain. That’s what psychopaths do. 
Cause and create unnecessary suffering. Psychopaths also recruit minions to carry out their nefarious 
agenda. How many of those foreign nationals knew or understood they were supporting a psychopathic 
system. Psychopaths succeed by creating psychopathic systems. Today very few understand that 
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psychopathic systems are in place that create all of the mayhem and wars that permeate our Earth. In 
fact that is the challenge that educated professionals on the topic of psychopaths know that us non-
psychopathic humans do not even have a clue about. This is why I am writing this dissertation. To help 
bring an understanding of how the psychopaths and their systems ruin peace on this Earth at great cost 
to the pursuit of Life, Liberty and Happiness.

Where we go next will infuriate some as it will bust their bubble. My hope is that many of you will be 
appreciative of finally having an explanation that helps you to understand what is “wrong with this 
world.” Once you have the tool of being able to recognize where they hang out and hide – you will have 
an experience of expanded freedom.

~>Legend – Guess Who?<~

Source: 
https://www.spymuseum.org/education-programs/news-books-briefings/language-of-espionage/#L
“A spy's claimed background or biography, usually supported by documents and memorized details.”

Source:
https://www.history.com/news/the-cia-at-70-how-going-undercover-has-gotten-harder
Please go to the link and read the article, then continue reading. 

“placing agents undercover relied on three basic activities: creating a plausible alias identity or “legend” 
for an undercover officer; that officer’s ability to convince anyone who cared that he was the person he 
said he was; and having the documents to buttress that legend.” Three Americans were imprisoned for 
949 days in Cuba, caught in the midst of a bugging operation. The three clung to their story that they 
were just tourists supported by their documents. The Cubans were not able to discover the truth that 
these three were “legends.”

One CIA agent had over 15,00 aliases.

Have you seen the movie “Argo”? It is about the CIA legends.

There was a TNT 2 season series “Legend” with Sean Bean and Ashley Judd starting in 2014. We watched
it and it was fascinating. We learned about 1 year ago that Legends are actually true. We are about to 
reveal the most unlikely Legend you never knew was and is a Legend and when we figure this out so 
much made sense that previously did not make sense do to the controversy of the difficulty of 
verification. Are you aware that movies and tv shows actually tell you what is secretly taking place.

~>Put Your Sunglasses On!<~

Here we go: Better put on your sunglasses…

Before we go to the sunglasses part there are a couple of things that need to be revealed.

This expresses exactly my thoughts and I was astounded someone else wrote what I was thinking for 
several years now 

Source: http://www.systemsthinker.com/interests/mind/psychopathy.shtml
Go read this article right now. It is excellent.

“...the ignorant and gullible, who trust too easily and indiscriminately, [are] easy prey. That is why we 
have repeatedly emphasized the importance of remaining alert for potential signs of psychopathic 
influence... some psychopaths may consciously encourage this crisis of confidence as a form of sabotage 
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by purposely disseminating confusing disinformation or leveling false accusations” (perhaps, most 
ironically, by accusing innocent others, or even their own victims, of actually being the psychopaths, 
while casting themselves as the real victims). 

Isn’t it interesting that Professional Robert Hare is mystified as to how to identify psychopaths. Now that 
you understand the mandate by the professionals that there needs to be a process by which the 
psychopath can be identified in everyday life – that is my mission. Apparently Robert Hare might be too 
close to be able to accomplish that task. I have found that in about 5 minutes I can help people 
understand where the psychopath is and how they do what they do. This has been about a 3 year project 
of study and observation. My study of this topic has helped me to understand past events that nearly 
destroyed me. Somehow I hung on and was able to move through the trauma. The Event began 33 years 
ago and there were subsequent events in those 33 years that challenged me also. So I have had a past that
is rich with information that has helped me to figure out what began millennia ago and why it is still 
occurring today. If not recognized and dealt with, as the professionals fear - could be our ultimate 
destruction as the human race. We have the knowledge and power to change the course of human events 
to prevent that destruction. That is why I am presenting this information. What is ahead in the following 
section will be very difficult for many to accept. I will be providing small extracts only from found 
articles. I will expand on The Event in Part 2.

Source: 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/masters-of-manipulation-psychopaths-rule-the-world/5383706

Permission granted to use excerpts from the article link above. You should still go to the link and read the
full article. Time for those sunglasses

The article is an excellent expression of a researcher’s journey to understand the psychopath phenomena.
I completely missed the who. After reading this article  - I realized how clever they are. Yes are. They are 
still functioning in the public arena.  Bet you will be shocked I was. You must read this article before 
continuing with this expose’. Remember the information included here is to provide you the skills to 
identify them and their systems and remove their influence from your life. You simply walk away. There 
is nothing you can do to make things better as they will not allow it. You mean noting to them because 
they can find another victim.

“Psychopaths dominate the halls of power in both the United States and throughout the world.”

“The current economic, political, military and legal system breeds psychopaths, rewarding 
psychopathic behavior ...[which] requires and reinforces those who can comfortably operate without 
conscience, guilt or any genuine level of empathy toward others.”

“Psychopaths are in love with power and risk taking, masters of manipulation, self-serving opportunism 
and self-aggrandizement, and hold doctorates in deceit and deception. Psychopaths are super intelligent 
charmers who are highly skilled at playing others in order to get what they want. They are keenly 
perceptive at reading people, understanding their motives and values, brilliant at learning their 
weaknesses and blind spots, and highly effective at inducing both sympathy and guilt in others. ”

“Instinctively knowing what others want to hear, psychopaths are gifted at winning over others, making 
them feel special and wanted. They are adept at making positive and lasting first impressions and 
initially demonstrating that they appear to be caring and considerate, but only on the most superficial, 
disingenuous level. Their innately keen intelligence, social charisma and charm, extroverted energies, 
over-the-top confidence are all weapons they utilize in their powerful arsenal to win over, defeat and 
control others, especially to win over those imbued with power and position that they yearn for 
themselves. ”
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“Psychopaths have an uncanny ability to pick brains, soliciting information, knowledge, creative ideas 
and even secrets from others, yet opportunistically utilize them to their own advantage as living proof 
that information is power, parading them as their own ideas and knowledge, and craftily taking and 
receiving undeserving credit and accolades from bosses and those in power. They are gifted actors, able 
to take on chameleon-like colors according to their particular social setting and company. Though they 
lack a capacity to feel emotions with any depth or intensity, as actors and manipulators they are able to 
manufacture crocodile tears for effect whenever it suits and benefits them. ”

“The part of the brain that regulates emotions, the amygdala, is less active in psychopaths...The only 
genuine emotion psychopaths express is anger whenever their manipulations are thwarted or 
rebuffed...But most often their emotional tirades are to manipulate, gain power and control over others.” 

“Their gamey nature lusts for the competition of battle, an insatiable desire to win at all costs...launch 
aggressive attacks and predatorily move in for their strategic kill. They are perennial predators 
bloodthirstily lusting for more power.”

“Psychopaths are masters of impression management and the art of ingratiation, crucial skills fully 
utilized in impressing those in positions of power while ruthlessly navigating up the treacherous and 
slippery if not slimy ladder to success...perhaps their signature trademark is their penchant for spewing 
out never ending pathological lies ... psychopaths flourish in cultures ...esp””ecially thrive in Western 
cultures based on competition and exploitation of fellow man and nature. ”

“As soon as psychopaths believe others have served their purpose, they are deemed no longer of any real 
value and quickly disposed of, discarded and/or betrayed. Loyalty is a foreign and abstract construct to 
psychopaths. ”

“know how to lie their way out of trouble...they can readily rattle off an explanatory excuse using double 
talk for virtually anything….end up utilizing their innate skills as lawyers who in turn end up as 
politicians. In fact most of the politicians in the US Senate are attorneys. Just as effective as they are at 
absolving themselves of any and all responsibility and culpability of being completely blameless, they are 
equally skilled at pointing the finger at others and throwing them under the bus. In order to get elected 
and stay elected, psychopathic politicians must be extremely convincing in their powers of persuasion. 
And of course using their cunning charm and capacity to fabricate seamlessly at will, their power to 
manipulate and persuade is among their chief assets. They are experts in bullshitting and playing the 
fake pretense game.”

“Another strength is their capacity to keep their cool under fire...they fare well in the fast paced world of 
politics, the military and finances.  ”

“A  study out of Great Britain last year using a psychopathic survey to assess the presence of 
psychopathic traits within the national workforce showed that CEO’s, politicians, media honchos, 
lawyers, surgeons, military generals, police officers and the clergy all scored highest. Generally any line of
work characterized by a hierarchical infrastructure that places those in positions of power ruling over 
others with relative impunity proves to be the most fertile ground attracting those with a psychopathic 
personality. ”

“Without any conscience, remorse, guilt or even second thought, they wield increasingly absolute power 
and control over the earth’s dominions, causing unconscionable amounts of suffering and pain to billions
of fellow human beings in this world. ”

“Robert Hare, the leading expert on psychopathy as a mental disorder who devised a psychopathic 
checklist, observed that psychopaths representing just one percent of the general population possess an 
especially heightened need for both power and prestige, seemingly prerequisite essentials for every 
aspiring politician...positive impressions with first encounters and fearlessness. Substitute the word 
politician for the word psychopath and you will find the two interchangeable and synonymous because 
they pretty much actually are one and the same. ”
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“as a disclaimer it is important to mention that psychopathic traits and tendencies are on a continuum, 
and a specific politician or general may possess certain traits and tendencies but may not exhibit severe 
or enough symptoms to qualify with an official diagnosis of psychopathic personality disorder, antisocial 
personality disorder or psychopathy. “

“...most often their emotional tirades are to manipulate, gain power and control over others.”

[A] “ Harvard clinical psychologist and author of The Sociopath Next Door Dr. Martha Stout (who uses 
sociopath and psychopath interchangeably) was asked if politicians are more likely to be psychopaths, 
she had a very interesting reply...”

“Yes, politicians are more likely than people in the general population to be sociopaths. I think 
you would find no expert in the field of sociopathy/ psychopathy/antisocial personality disorder 
who would dispute this… That a small minority of human beings literally have no conscience 
was and is a bitter pill for our society to swallow – but it does explain a great many things, 
shamelessly deceitful political behavior being one.”

“President Barrack Obama and the most famous living US general ex-CIA Director David Patraeus – 
both illustrate as psychopathic poster boys what has gone most wrong in America.” 

“Barrack Hussein Obama is a Machiavellian pathological liar of the first order...(...elected figurehead 
front man to the true power of the oligarchy that owns him)...is the stuff of urban psychopathic 
legends...captured the hopeful, yearning hearts of so many Americans who were so exhausted and 
demoralized by the psychopaths Bush and Cheney and their brutal evil psychopathic agenda “

“Of course Obama is but one man in a morally bankrupted, highly dysfunctional political system with two
corrosive and corrupt parties representing the same oligarch interests whose political agenda was and 
remains simply to play partisan politics and cancel each other out as the most lame and ineffective 
Congressional body in US history. So our fantasy of wonder boy riding his white horse into the White 
House on America’s hopes and dreams realistically was but a set-up for failure from the get-go (from the 
populists’ point of view, obviously not from the oligarchs’ POV who were carefully grooming him years 
prior to his meteoric rise). ”

“His lust for power even as the thoroughly compromised, sold out, half black front man to his puppet 
slave masters was certainly unquenchable from the start ”

“Obama was the great black hope and champion of the little people. So his betrayal of our trust was taken
personally. We believed his promise that he would be different in his vow to maintain ultra-transparency 
and the commitment of always being open and honest with the American people who elected him. This 
was his biggest, far-from-white lie. As the most secretive, aggressively reactionary, pathological lying 
president in US history, it is his most sinister and unforgivably darkest sin of them all. He has blocked 
more requests filed under the Freedom of Information Act than any prior president in history. He has 
also declared war on the truth in general and on honest journalists and whistleblowers in particular, 
harassing, indicting and imprisoning more of them on espionage act charges than all previous 
administrations combined. ”

“Obama swore to uphold the US Constitution...Obama has not only run with the fascist torch handed off 
to him by his predecessors, but he has rammed tyranny and oppression down America’s throat, “

“Psychopathic Cool under pressure Obama again has only accelerated the megalomaniacal war policies of
his predassessor. ”

“And Obama has only continued the psychopathic policy of using onetime allies (like Osama bin Laden, 
Saddam Hussein, Muammar Kaddafi, Hosni Mubarak and Vladimir Putin just to name a few) and then 
turning on them one by one whenever they have been used up. Instead of bringing war to an end as 
promised, Obama has chosen to expand Special Operations with unlimited deep taxpayer funded pockets
fighting dirty little secret wars around the world in at least 134 nations ”
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“The Benghazi tragedy where he and his
partners-in-crime, then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and his then CIA Director General 
Petraeus...lies to suppress the truth have manifested as death threats to any of the CIA-Special Ops 
personnel who were witnesses ”

“Then came the IRS scandal targeting anti-Obama conservative right wing groups...Justice Department’s 
cover-up of the debacle where the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives was caught 
purposely selling guns to the Mexican drug cartel that were soon used in the murder of a US Drug 
Enforcement Administration officer and US Border agents. ”

“Veterans Administration hospitals across the country have apparently been cooking the books to cover-
up unlawful lag times to treating US veterans and hordes of them dying while waiting to receive care. ”

“The problem goes far beyond either President Obama or VA director General Shinsek...the evil 
psychopathic system that groomed and produced him that is the underlying root cause. And just as drugs
are bandaids, blaming a psychopath president overlooks the underlying systemic cause. Until the power 
structure of the global oligarchy changes, the monumental, unprecedented theft, death and destruction 
of our only planet will merely continue until its tragic bitter end. ”

“There are simply too many CEO’s in the psychopathic corporate world ..psychopathic birds of a feather 
flock together as Obama has ensured that not even one white collar Wall Street-bankster criminal has 
gone to prison over the scandalous home loan mortgage-housing bubble burst fiasco of 2009...then 
forced by Obama et al to bail out the largest US corporations and banks ...the CEO’s were touting huge 
multimillion dollar yearend bonuses off the sacrificial backs of the struggling, disappearing middle class. 
Those Obama-nation bail outs were as obscene and sinister as any coldhearted psychopathic behavior 
can get for so many hurting Americans struggling to keep a roof over their heads and food on the table 
for their families. “

“One recent study found that 10% of Wall Street traders in the financial services industry are financial 
psychopaths that can present as “a perfect well-rounded job candidate, CEO, manager, co-worker, and 
team member because their destructive characteristics are practically invisible...Like all psychopaths, 
corporate psychopaths lack empathy and interest in what others think or feel. They exhibit loads of 
charisma and charm as well as intelligence and credentials, a remarkable capacity for lying, fabrication, 
cutthroat manipulation, and a compulsive drive for thrill seeking, taking high risks and gambling. ”

 “As a West Point graduate and former Army officer, I encountered a sizeable percentage of military 
psychopaths posing as officers as well. Common characteristics shared with their political and corporate 
counterparts are a “win at all cost” drive, an unquenchable thirst for power and control over others, a 
constant concern for appearance and looking good in front of superiors, and a nauseating display of ass 
kissing ingratiation to gain favors from higher ranking superior officers. ”

“[cover your ass] CYA is the standard norm in both higher echelons of power on down. ”

“The brutal savagery of war atrocities and crimes against humanity are simply the way war has always 
been waged. The risk taking, the thrill and adrenalin rush of combat, the exhilaration that comes with 
ultimate and absolute life and death power and control over millions of other human beings all in the 
name of national security and Empire breeds psychopaths to long lasting careers of warmongering and 
perpetual war on terror. Only the terrorists on this grandest scale are not the Islamic extremists but the 
US psychopaths that continue leading us to war in a destabilizing agenda for nonstop regime changes 
around the world by any means necessary, and that invariably means war after war after more war in a 
never ending curse against all of humanity…old familiar propaganda blitz demonizing other nations and 
people ...is their psychopathic swan song ultimately bent on bringing us all to destruction. ”

“Psychopaths are known for using others for self-gain”
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“imperialistic ethnocentric disregard for the suffering and damage afflicted on the native inhabitants of 
US occupied nations. He has no understanding or compassion for what his brand of counterinsurgency 
warfare has on the people whose “hearts and minds” he claims to wanted to win over. ”

“psychopaths go to unlimited lengths to lie and avoid blame in order to save their own powerful careers ”

“Rather than hold psychopaths accountable for gross incompetence and failure, in a psychopathic system
one psychopath Obama will only promote another psychopath Petraeus to CIA director ”

“Taking thrill seeking risks while surrounded by sycophantic enablers over many decades produced a 
grandiose sense of inflated omnipotence, entitlement and impunity ”

“psychopathic killing machine...system produces leadership so rampant with psychopaths”

“Any individuals within this morally decayed and broken system who are honest and possess a 
conscience, empathy and compassion for fellow human beings is steeped in inner conflict and have to 
suffer daily from cognitive dissonance. And as such, they cannot relish playing their part in this sinister 
game. They will either eventually opt out or be screened out by those less principled insiders that are part
of the psychopathic club. Throughout my time in the military I struggled for the exact same reason. ”

“Psychopaths at the very top of this power pyramid will only allow like minded psychopaths into their 
inner club sanctum. This moral betrayal by those wielding the most power and control on earth must be 
stopped. Since they are too sick in their deviant pathology to ever change their evil ways on their own, it 
is left up to us who are guided by a common moral compass to courageously step up and hold these 
psychopaths accountable for their crimes against humanity. This can only be achieved with the distinct 
advantage that as just 1% of the total population, the psychopaths and oligarchs are overwhelmingly 
outnumbered by those of us 99% who are committed to doing what is right in making a positive 
difference on this earth plane before all is lost. ”

After reading that full article I’ll bet your mind again in that Crossfire Hurricane state? You might be 
shocked. Truly I was surprised that I missed this, even though I have a pretty good grasp of psychopaths 
and psychopathic systems. Yes I missed this. Once I understood the Legend part it all fell into place after 
I read this author’s article. So take a break and gather yourself back together and continue on this 
journey with me. Yes there is more to learn. I intend to build a case so that you will be well armed to 
recognize psychopaths and their systems. I know, I know it can be overwhelming. As I explored this topic
I had to take breaks now and then so that I could integrate the information. 

Well folks, I was thinking that this would only need 20 pages. Now I am up to 49 pages. Oh well. This is 
Part 1. I am currently writing Part 2. I believe with the feedback I have received on Part 1 it is enough to 
help most to wake up. 

There is an effort to change our history. It is a waste of energy. All of these things are just distractions 
from the undercurrent of the psychopathic mis-direction, to keep us distracted with ourselves, like 
children. Why are you choosing to create tantrums like a child? You are being programmed to react 
childlike by the psychopathic agenda. Yes the psychopathic agenda is working. Do you not realize there is
an effort to create civil war in the USA by creating false race issues? The programming is working and 
people are loosing their lives over the psychopathic agenda. My hope is that you wake up to the 
programming and come back to yourself and step into your adulthood – where you are aware of the 
psychopathic agenda programming and throw it off. There is no good end when it comes to psychopaths 
as expressed by the professionals who research this topic.

Let’s take on “In God we Trust.” You are getting into a locked onesided discussion because you are locked
into seeing that as only literal. In God we Trust is also a metaphor and a principle. Your challenge is 
to figure out if in your discussion of that phrase, if it is being used literally, as a metaphor or a principle. 
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~>In God We Trust – Part 2<~ 

Let’s take a look at In God we Trust as a principle. referring back to unalienable rights given by the 
Creator referencing the Declaration of Independence is a principle. Now neither the US Constitution nor 
the Declaration of Independence or the Bill of rights has the word “God” in the text. There is a reason for 
that. The text that is used referencing a Divine principle is: “the Creator,” “supreme Judge of the World” 
and “protection of Divine Providence”. So why would the Founding Fathers choose not to use the word “ 
God”? Lets take the journey of looking at In God we Trust as a literal statement. First you must realize 
that the Founding Fathers and the colonists believed that in breaking away from the Psychopathic King, 
whom they considered “evil” because of what he “did”. Remember it is what you “do” that matters, i.e., 
how you manifest yourself to others.

OMG! I just clicked on a youtube video that is talking exactly about what I am writing in this expose’ at 
this very minute about how psychopathy manifests in the world and how it has manifested in the past. 
Finally. 
Link:
http://www.divinedominoes.com/enlightenment/1079/Brilliant-expose-of-how-the-Psychopaths-
operate

O.K. now back to the In God we Trust discussion. Consider that there was a movement in Britain where it
was believed that the King was evil and the only option was to leave the country. There were of course 
other countries much closer they could have chosen to move to. I assume that there likely was  a move to 
other countries by some. Those that chose to create a new country were incredibly brave to travel 3500 
miles across the ocean. Due to what is written in the Constitution and the Declaration and Bill of Rights it
becomes clear to me that there was a belief that it was up to them to “do” something different because of 
the history of the British Empire Rulers was quite consistent. There were variations  among the Rulers, 
however there seemed to always be an overtone of always going back to the psychopathic evil deeds 
perpetrated on the British subjects. So perhaps the foundation of leaving to create a new country at great 
risk to their own lives – how could you not believe at the time that was not inspired by some Divine 
inspiration. Leaving and exposing evil is not an easy journey for anyone. The challenge is to expose it 
without a religious bias. 

My perspective is that In God we Trust, hearkens back to those brave souls who chose to create a new 
country believing they were Divinely inspired, to create a new country based on freedom from 
psychopathic control of the British Rulers. Obviously they had had enough, due to past events knew that 
nothing would change and their only way out of that psychopathic prison was to escape by any means 
necessary. Where can school age children go to learn about the true under current of the psychopath and 
their systems? The evil that has taken place in the history of our planet now begins to make sense. How 
different would we humans be if the psychopath and psychopathic systems were understood?

Build the Wall. A Metaphorical a wall was built against the psychopathic agenda in the written text of the 
Constitution, Declaration and Bill of Rights. We all have the same unalienable rights no matter your 
station of birth as noted by the Framers of our afore mentioned documents.

~>Vampire = Psychopath<~

Vampire. Well now is the time to bring out the metaphor of the Vampire. Before we had the term 
psychopath we had the story of the Vampire written by Bram Stroker. If you look at the attributes of the 
Vampire metaphorically it is clear that Bram was using the Vampire story to write about the “doings” of 
the psychopath.
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Vampiric attributes:
Source: http://www.tvguide.com/galleries/15-things-vampire-diaries-1087448/3/

“Kill without remorse” [or allow death without intervention]
“Experts at using others” [to carry out their nefarious agenda]
“They know how to wear a mask” [of sanity]
“They show you what you want to see” [hiding their true intent]
“They Glorify themselves”
“Can shrug pretty much anything off” [because they have no compassion or conscience]
“They never take blame” [for their own actions]
“They don’t understand emotions” [because they lack the empathic part in the brain]
“They have no empathy”
“They won’t suffer independent thinkers” [because only their agenda matters]
“They’re excellent actors when it suits them” [actually they are always acting, never revealing their true 
self with mis-direction]
“It’s all about control” [at all times]
“...Value you only as much as they can use you”
“They have a flair for the dramatic”
I am adding some here:
[They pretend to be your best friend until they take your life]
[They have a gaze that can wipe your memory or mind control you to carry out their agenda]
[No ability to see their reflection in a mirror – no ability to self-reflect]
[Non-Vampires cannot see the Vampires reflection – Masters at mis-direction and hiding behind their 
minions]

Now you see that the attributes of a Vampire are a definition of the psychopath. The psychopath is 
brilliant at everything. We must move beyond thinking that psychopaths are only serial killers and 
pedophiles. In our global society they are much harder to identify because they have permeated their 
systems throughout the Earth. We must create a new country of the mind to be able to recognize who 
they are, and what they do. You must escape them and survive to claim back your life.

I began watching everything I could about Vampires from tv shows and movies about 10 years ago. I 
wondered why I was so fascinated with this genre. Now I know. To be able to show that the Vampire 
metaphor created by Bram Stoker was because the term psychopath was not a permeable concept that a 
human could be so heinous. 

Psychopathology
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychopathology
“The scientific discipline of psychopathology was founded by Karl Jaspers in 1913.”

Bram Stoker wrote Dracula in 1897 before the discipline of psychopathology was formally studied. Ding! 
Ding! Ding!

There is a phenomena that occurs where ideas drop into the minds of people simultaneously. Look at 
Science Fiction. Concepts are developed then become reality from inventors who are inspired by science 
fiction. Marconi and Edison brought about the radio nearly simultaneously. It was actually Tesla. The 
point is that ideas can be dropped into the minds of different people by some phenomena at the 
same/similar point of time. 26 years before the study of psychopathology occurred, Bram Stoker wrote 
about a Vampire, which is a metaphor for the psychopath. So like science fiction a metaphorical myth 
was created by Mr. Stoker and then the scientific study of the the psychopath began after the planting of 
the vampiric idea. Jaspers was first a philosopher, though not formally trained, studied psychiatry from 
Kant, Freud, Neitzsche and Kierkegaard, possibly others. What he realized is that a common definition of
terms was needed. He attempted to create the commonolgy of terms in his book “Psychopathology.” For 
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some reason he was inspired to study empathy and limited his work to that narrow endeavor. Well now 
isn’t it interesting that psychopaths lack empathy. We can say that Stoker was inspired to start a 
metaphor of the psychopath via the vampire. Jaspers was inspired to study empathy, which the 
psychopath lacks. Co-incidence? I do not think so.

Hero/Protagonist Psychopath & Psychopathic system
Harry Potter Voldemort and his minions

Leah Remini David Miscavage of Scientology and Scientology

Batman Joker

3 Daughters of Daniel Kingston Daniel Kingston, Warren Jeffs
“Escaping Polygamy” on Lifetime

Jim Jones

Vampire (s)

Avengers All Villians

Hitler and Minions

Netflix: The new - Lost in Space – Dr. Smith
Excellent expose’ how the psychopath operates behind the 
scenes to manipulate others against each other.

~<How an indigenous tribe dealt with the psychopath>~

Source: http://www.systemsthinker.com/interests/mind/psychopathy.shtml

“Living at the mercy of, yet dependent upon, a sometimes perilous wild environment, in which few, if 
any, individuals could survive alone, the maintenance of cooperation and mutual support within a band 
or tribe was a life or death matter for all of its members. Thus, not only was the incentive to detect and 
neutralize the destructive influence of deceitful, selfish individuals extremely high, but, living in such 
small groups and in such close quarters, it was, at least in many cases, relatively difficult for these 
individuals to hide that toxic social influence for long.”

Dr. Jane Murphy director of Harvard Psychiatric Edpideiology Unit reveals that tribe survival was critical
to the millennia old culture - the Inuit of Alaska – have inculcated awareness of the psychopathic 
behavior, have a word for that behavior “kunlangeta” meaning “[the] mind knows what to do but does 
not do it,” such as cheating, lying, stealing, parasighting off the tribe. So as to preserve the integrity of the
tribe, the Kunlangeta person would be summarily be “pushed off the ice when no one else was looking.”

With the advent of large societal group it is now much easier for the psychopath to stay hidden, due to 
the fact that most people are undereducated about the phenomena.

Professionals who study psychopathology agree that 1% of the population is a psychopath and 4% are 
embeded in corporations, along with medicine and governments.

Those amounts were discovered by Robert Hare, who began his study of psychopaths 50 years ago and 
continued that study throughout his career. Even after all of his research and study he has concerns that 
even he cannot identify them….
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Source: http://discovermagazine.com/2016/june/12-psychopath-and-the-hare
Go to this link learn from Dr. Robert Hare, what he figured out about the psychopath. He had a personal 
experience that woke him up to the phenomena.

“My view is that psychopaths have the intellectual capacity to know the rules of society and the difference
between right and wrong — and they choose which rules to follow or ignore,” says Hare. “They might 
even consider themselves more rational than other people. A psychopath I met in my research once told 
me that using his head instead of his heart gave him an advantage. He saw himself as ‘a cat in a world of 
mice.”

“.. Hare claims he’s often no better than the next person at identifying a psychopath”, 

Well that is what I am attempting to help you grasp. When the professional therapists are clueless at 
identifying the psychopath and their systems – we need help.

Interestingly the root Latin definition of psychopathy, is “a sickness of the soul”. 

~>Evil=Psychopath<~

As I have researched this topic – if you substitute psychopath for evil then you have something your 
mind can grab onto that makes sense as to what is wrong in our World. Once I figured that out, then all 
of the events that occur on this Earth where humans cause harm, it all makes sense as to what is wrong 
with our world – this is a big hint folks to solving the dilemma that confronts us daily about the 
outrageous false claims and lies where people continue a false narrative, by changing just one word. 
Example: A tv reporter changed the word “mentioned” to “attacked” i.e. an event of lies was exposed and 
was mentioned in the speech, the reported claimed the speaker “attacked” the event of lies. The reporter 
as far as I can discern is not a psychopath. This is a great example of how the influence of the 
psychopathic system has insidiously creeped into the dialogue of reporters world wide. Innocent people 
who do not really examine what they are about to say and change the narrative to something this is not 
true have great influence to change peoples minds unawares to believe lies. When you do not self check 
what you are about to say, because you have no awareness of how easily the mind can be influenced, to 
check your own bias at the door, and you are a trusted source, you can unawares unduly influence people.

~>100 Monkeys – NOT!<~

Example of a common lie that we all participate in unaware. Sunrise and Sunset. There is a phrase in 
ACIM “words are symbols of symbols twice removed from reality.” Sunrise and Sunset are a symbol of 
nothing real and does not actually occur. The truth: Earth turns. A meme gets started, others adopt it and
it becomes a common term. Once I read that statement about words are symbols of symbols twice 
removed from reality – I began to examine everything I thought to speak. I have actually changed my 
languaging so that I speak the truth to the best of my ability. That is not an easy process. It takes 
disciplining the mind to pay attention to your thought processes. Once mastered it then becomes natural.
Another example   of lies (a meme) we use is the 100th monkey principle. It never happened. There were 
only 59 monkeys. The younger monkeys learned by observing the older monkeys washing the sweet 
potato. It did not spread from consciousness it spread by observation. Neither did it jump to other 
islands inhabited by monkeys. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hundredth_monkey_effect  Rupert Sheldrake  
“The story as told by Watson and Keyes is popular among New Age authors and personal growth gurus 
and has become an urban legend and part of New Age mythology. Also,  has cited that a phenomenon like
the hundredth monkey effect would be evidence of morphic fields bringing about non-local effects in 
consciousness and learning. As a result, the story has also become a favorite target of the Committee for 
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the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal, and was used as the title essay in The 
Hundredth Monkey and Other Paradigms of the Paranormal, published by the Committee in 1990.” 

Not only should we take care of the words we use to describe events, checking our bias at the door we 
also need to check if a meme is actually true. I have a friend who had monthly meetings and brought up 
the 100th monkey idea and I spoke up and said it never happened. Because of their belief that “it could be 
applied to human consciousness” they continued with the story ignoring that I was telling the truth, and 
they were supporting a false claim to make a point. Frankly it is a dilemma for me in that I agree with the 
point that it takes a certain amount of conscious awareness in the mind to make significant changes. Yet 
using a false claim to make that point does disturb me. Perhaps if a disclaimer was stated that the 100th 
monkey was a conjecture not an actual event.

~>Harry Potter vs Voldemort<~

Harry grew up in an abusive environment till 11 yrs of age. He enters a world that fascinates him. He has 
no reference point from which to relate because the Aunt and Uncle kept that information from him. The 
Aunt was jealous of her sister who was accepted to Hogwarts and the Aunt was not because it was 
determined she had no magic. The Aunt took her resentment out on Harry. Harry was innocent and the 
Aunt projected her pain onto Harry. That is an attribute of a psychopath. We all have a bit of a 
psychopath within and because it is only a “bit” it can be conquered.

So Harry enters a dimension where he is completely innocent and unaware of a psychopath who only 
wants his death. Now this psychopath Voldemort has lived several different lives and also through others.
That is a great metaphor how a psychopath will hide behind others whose life and family have been 
threatened to be ended if the psychopaths agenda is not carried out and supported. Psychopaths will use 
others and or mesmerize them like the vampiric gaze to carry out the psychopaths agenda.

Now Harry is an innocent child having done nothing to Voldemort. This is what the crux of how I was 
confused about what has been taking place on our Planet. I saw horror’s occuring, learned of horror’s in 
our history that created wars, and non of this made sense to me. I could not figure out why we can’t just 
have peace. Psychopaths thrive on chaos and turmoil that keep us distracted from how they mis-direct 
and work behind the curtain (wizard of oz metaphor).

Unbeknownst to Harry, he had a whole army of support who knew of Voldemorts agenda. Harrys 
supportive army chose to help Harry. Ron and Hermione immediately chose to be Harry’s friends and 
support. The Teachers were working behind the scenes to assist Harry to be ready for when Voldemort 
decided to take action. I will expand on Harry’s journey in Part 2.

Harry enters this magic dimension he has no knowledge of. He must take the time to learn the skills of a 
wizard. Presented in the Harry Potter books are stages of learning that needed to be mastered. That is a 
great metaphor for our journey through our life. None of us gain a skill of wisdom without going through 
the stages of learning. There will be different stages of learning when it comes to the topic of the 
psychopath and the psychopathic systems. Some will get it very fast because grasping the metaphor of 
the attributes of the vampire are a metaphor for how the psychopath manifests in our world.

Taking the time to read this, the supportive material, go to the “enlightenment” and “psycopathic” 
categories at www.divinedominoes.com, view Ted and Tedx talks, etc. will provide you the tools to be 
able to recognize psychopaths and psychopathic systems, so that you are not ensnared by them.

More from Robert Hare:
Source: http://discovermagazine.com/2016/june/12-psychopath-and-the-hare
You need to now go read this article to understand the great work Robert Hare dedicated himself to 
understand.
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[Hare] “has sized up hundreds of criminals, including some of Canada’s most notorious psychopaths. 
The word itself has become a synonym for a certain type of evil, denoting a specific breed of cunning, 
bloodthirsty predator who lacks empathy, remorse and impulse control, readily violating social rules and 
exploiting others to get what he or she wants.”

Hare’s research concludes that 1 in 100 people are psychopaths. So you have likely crossed paths with 
several in your lifetime or will. Unawares.

Hare also found “that up to 4 percent of corporate staffers are psychopaths” Yikes! 

With 1 in 100 or 4% in positions of power in corporatio – that is either a few or few enough to create 
havoc due to the ignorance of non-psychopath awarness of the 1% and corporate 4%.

In the mid- to late 1800s defined in Greek: psykhe and pathos, meaning “sick mind” or “suffering soul.”  
considered a type of moral insanity...displaying “a perfect mask of genuine sanity”
Did you get that? Appearing sane normal, making them hard to identify.

~>Living between the lies=Compromise<~

[Robert Hare’s encounter with his first psychopath, that he is aware of]
The prisoner he was in session with revealed he had a handmade knife, claiming he planned to use it on 
another inmate. Hare chose to keep quite, thus trapping Hare between the lies.

[[Living between the lies]]
This is a concept I came up with about 2 weeks ago. Then I read the paragraph above and it confirmed 
the ensnared trap that the inmate put Robert into, causing Robert to choose to live between the lies, i.e. 
“[the inmate] had ensnared Hare thus leading Hare to “forsake prison rules for clinical rapport.” 

I have been obsessed with getting this dissertation written. I think about it automatically when I am not 
engaged in other events. I am constantly asking myself what can I put in this dissertation to help people 
grasp how the psychopath and psychopathic systems are moving us to destruction world wide. After all 
the professionals who study this are in a quandry as to how to help those of us who are not psychopathic 
to grasp the magnitude of the mesmerizing mind control that is exercised over all of us by the 
psychopaths. I think they are in a quandry because as one writer puts it “Global Elitists are not Human” 
(article will be included later) thus causing a dilemma for the therapists to reconcile that a particular 
strain of a human being, might indeed not be human in their brain. 

As I was contemplating what I should put in the dissertation - about 2 weeks ago I remembered the High 
School experience of the clicks. One click had $$, the other click did not. They both did similar things 
and hung out together. I remember that sometimes they would smoke in the bathroom. Belonging to 
neither click, I remember warning them that a teacher was coming and they put out their cigarettes and 
left the bathroom.

Now interesting that this click differentiation was never discussed. You just knew it existed. You kept 
quiet about the rules they might break. Again this was never discussed. Some how we engaged in the 
unspoken conspiracy without any discussion about it. Now isn’t that odd? So I asked myself when did we 
learn to live between the lies? I realized I learned it in High School in the unspoken conspiracy where we 
just kept quiet about rules that we knew were broken. Why would we do that? Why did Robert Hare an 
adult and trained therapist do it?

I think that is possibly one of the reasons why we struggle so much here on this Planet. For some reason 
we accept that we are forced by some code to live between the lies and keep quiet. Why can’t we be 
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honest and tell the truth? Feeling compromised? You are living between the lies! TV show Smallville – 
Clark Kent’s whole journey was about living between the lies. He had to keep his talents hidden!

What you are currently observing in the current political dichotomy is the ongoing event of living 
between the lies. There are those who are pushing to reveal the truth, and those who  are pushing to keep 
the truth hidden. Somehow living between the lies has become comfortable, a way of life, a mind 
programmed to make up stuff that sounds right, yet is really nothing of substance. Have you noticed 
that? Journalists used to report issues, events, now they attempt to be opinion influencers. Why? What is
so troublesome about truth, that journalists have been conscripted into an army of influencers? 
(Voldemort and his minions) 
FYI: There are several Voldemorts right now seeking our death to keep the truth hidden. World we have 
a Problem!!!!

Example: We just watched a movie on Mark Felt who was the deep throat of the Watergate scandal. He 
was able to keep that secret for 30 years. He finally revealed he was deep throat in 2005. He lived 
between the lies for 30 years. Why? Why couldn’t he tell the truth? He was the leaker of the information 
to Woodward and Bernstein who revealed what was being kept hidden from the public. Felt kept quiet 
for fear of being imprisoned. Why would anyone need to be imprisoned for telling the truth? I could 
understand why he was forced to live between the lies - for fear of imprisonment and destroying this 
family and reputation. What would this world be like if we could just tell the truth and stop living 
between the lies. Something to think  on.

Now more on Robert Hare:
Hare recognized the inmate’s ability to charm and dupe otherwise sensible people. With the inmate’s 
smooth-talking personality type a puzzle that Hare would devote his life’s work attempting to solve.

[Hervey Cleckley, wrote “The Mask of Sanity.” 1” thick on 8.5x11 paper – huge espose’]

Anti-social personality tests were easy for psychopaths to “outsmart.” Thus making it very difficult for 
therapists to identify them.

Hare eventually came up with a test that allowed for a common language among therapists to be used 
when discussing diagnosis. Interesting that a common language was again needed amongst therapists in 
the field, similar to what Jaspers recognized was needed.

Hare found - “that the emotional components of language were somehow lost to the psychopath,”... “For 
them, language is a purely a linguistic intellectual thing without the emotional underpinnings that color 
everything we do.”

~>Editors of “Science” did not believe psychopaths exist!<~

 In 1991, [Hare +] we submitted the paper to Science, and it was turned down at first because
the editors thought these can’t possibly be real people.”

What follows next is really going to upset some people...
So can you grasp the issue? The editors of Science did not believe the researchers results! In 1991 no less!
Bram Stoker understood it in 1897 though not literally, yet metaphorically via the meme of the vampire. 
Who do you think the Serpent was in the Garden of Eden? There is a statement by Jesus in the Bible that 
goes something like this - “the poor in spirit you have with you always.” That is a great universal 
metaphor. Just say it like this: “the psychopath you have with you always.” If you go back to the principle 
of “Cause no Harm” and people claim all of these Gods want others killed/murdered for a piece of dirt 
because the ground is supposed to be Holy! Really! What kind of God needs dirt of the Earth, when a God
can create whatever is needed? When you think logically about this issue – it makes no sense that a God 
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would demand the death of other humans, whom that God created, just for the fun of it! That is no 
different than the King of Britain conscripting Americans from boats to kill other Americans or  commit 
suicide if they refused to murder their fellow new world brothers and sisters. I know, I know this is hard 
to accept. It is only the human psychopath that demands the death of others or your suicide. So who was 
the God of the old testament? Now you have a better understanding of what the man called Jesus was up 
against. A turnabout in thinking and understanding was needed. Those who refused to change their mind
demanded the death of a Teacher who was only attempting to assist the human to a greater 
understanding to bring about true freedom.

So here we are now over 2000 years later with little understanding of the evil that permeates through 
seduction and mis-direction and the murder of millions continues. World we have a problem!

Had to take a break from this, my mind is a bit overwhelmed with the responsibility of the decoding I am 
doing here to bring this information to the fore because we must stop living between the lies! On 
my break I decided to listen to this: http://www.divinedominoes.com/alert/1080/Decoder-s-Needed-
Apply-Here

Back again to Robert Hare’s journey:
Another researcher Kent Kiehl: “We discovered very striking differences between psychopath and non-
psychopath brains”

Brain scans actually how that the empathy part of the brain is missing in psychopaths.

“Assessing more than 5,000 brains Keihl found that psychopaths have functional and structural 
anomalies that affect emotions, impulse control and cognition,”

“they’re properly designed for engagement in predatory behavior”

~>Treaty of Verona<~

Extract from the 1916 Congressional Record Senate
Senator Owen believed this document was crucial  and wanted it recorded because “ I wish to put in the 
Record the Secret Treaty of Verona of November 22, 1822, showing what this ancient conflict is between 
the rule of the few and the rule of the many... It throws a powerful white light upon the conflict between 
monarchical government and government by the people.”

Extracts from the Treaty of Verona

“The high contracting powers, being convinced that the system of representative government is equally 
as incompatible with the monarchical principles...to put an end to the system of representative 
governments ”

“the liberty of the press is the most powerful means...to the detriment of those of princes, the high 
contracting parties promise reciprocally to adopt all proper measures to suppress it,”

“that the principles of religion contribute most powerfully to keep nations in the state of passive 
obedience which they owe to their princes, the high contracting parties...join in offering their thanks to 
the Pope for what he has already done for them, and solicit his constant cooperation in their views of 
submitting the nations ”

“I [Senator Owen] ask to have printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD this secret treaty...evidence of 
the conflict between the rule of the few verses popular government should be emphasized on the minds 
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of the people of the United States, that the conflict now waging throughout the world may be more 
clearly understood”
[Senator Owen comments on the Treaty of Verona follow]

“The Holy Alliance [Pope] immediately...by sending Austrian troops to Italy, where the people there 
attempted to exercise a like measure of liberal constitutional self-government; and it was not until the 
printing press, which the Holy Alliance so stoutly opposed, taught the people of Europe the value of 
liberty that finally one country after another seized a greater and greater right of self-government”  

“The Holy Alliance made [Pope] its powers felt by the wholesale drastic suppression of the press in 
Europe, by universal censorship, by killing free speech and all ideas of popular rights, and by the 
complete suppression of popular government." 

"The Holy Alliance [Pope} having destroyed popular government in Spain, and Italy, had well-laid plains 
also to destroy popular government in the American Colonies which had revolted from Spain and 
Portugal in Central and South America under the influence of the successful example of the United 
States.” 

[What? What? The Pope was involved in subversion of our new country? Was he in league with the King 
of Britain or some other Monarch? Why does the Pope think he has the right to interfere with the 
creating of the USA?] 

“The threat under the secret treaty of Verona to suppress popular government in the American republics 
is the basis of the Monroe Doctrine [the basis of the Declaration of Independence]. This secret treaty sets 
fourth clearly the conflict between monarchial government and popular government, and the 
government of the few as against the government on the many. It is a part, in reality, of developing 
popular sovereignty when we demand for women equal rights to life, to liberty, to the possession of 
property, to an equal voice in the making of the laws and the administration of the laws. This demand on 
the part of the women is made by men, and it ought to be made by men as well as by thinking, 
progressive women, as it will promote human liberty and human happiness. I sympathize with it, and I 
hope that all parties will in the national conventions give their approval to this larger measure of liberty 
to the better half of the human race". 

(Senator Owen, Congressional Recod 1916)

Senator Owen also adds that the Pope “put a Bourdon prince upon the thrown of France by force” thus 
using that force “to suppress the condition of Spain” [?]...this very treaty gave her [who?] a subsidy of 
20,000,000 francs annually to enable her to wage war upon the people of Spain and prevent their 
exercise of any measure of the right of self-government.”

Owen further states: “It was because of this conspiracy against the American Republics by the European 
monarchies that the great English statesman, Canning, called the attention of our government to it, and 
our statesmen then, including Thomas Jefferson, who was still living at that time, took an active part to 
bring about the declaration [of Independence]”

Wow! Wow! Who or when were we ever taught that the Pope was supporting the eviscerating of our 
USA? This journey has taken me into parts of history I never knew about.

So this Treaty of Verona is another example of how the psychopath and their systems operate. How many
of us truly understand the history of psychopathic systems operating through out the history of the 
World? My head is spinning. World we have a Problem!
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~>Revisiting the Declaration of Independence<~

Now going back to the Declaration of Independence and these declarations: 1) their Creator, 2) Supreme 
Judge of the World and 3) divine Providence – assuming that the Founding Fathers understood all of the
European monarchs that were supporting the Pope’s effort to eviscerate the USA from being created, 
included these 3 designations to establish a persons sovereignty. Those 3 designations established a very 
different form of existence for the citizens of the USA. No Monarch and no Religious authority was 
recognized to have power over any person. What a revolutionary thought! The people were believed to be 
smart enough to manage their life without an interfering authority. Why else would those that left 
Europe for Freedom have a reason to leave their life and family, if not for freedom from falsely assumed 
authority of Monarch and Religious suppression. Also providing the people the freedom to choose if they 
even wanted a ruler. 

I am going to make an assumption here – that rule by a government rather than a monarch or a religious 
leader was a radical idea and of course there was great resistance to allow a government of the people’s 
choosing to take place, because that set a precedence for other countries to make changes in their 
ruling/governing options. 

~>Oligarchs of Europe<~

Taking that a bit further isn’t it interesting that now the “oligarchs” in Brussels are attempting to 
overturn the people of Britian’s choice to leave the European Union as revealed by Nigel Farage on Fox 
New. What is an “oligarch?”

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/oligarchy?s=t
“a form of government in which all power is vested in a few persons or in a dominant class or clique; 
government by the few….the persons or class so ruling” (had to look up oligarchy to get a clear definition)

What I take from that definition is that there are no legislative bodies representing the people?

Well that is a challenge – to understand who and how the European Union functions.
In brief here is the best info I could find (I am keeping it simple because it is complicated)

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_the_European_Union

“The European Council is the group of heads of state or government of the EU member states. It meets 
four times a year to define the Union's policy agenda and give impetus to integration. The President of 
the European Council, Donald Tusk, is the person responsible for chairing and driving forward the work 
of the institution, which has been described as the highest political body of the European Union ”

“The Council of the European Union (informally known as the Council of Ministers or just the Council) is
a body holding legislative and some limited executive powers and is thus the main decision making body 
of the Union. Its Presidency rotates between the states every six months. The Council is composed of 
twenty-eight national ministers (one per state). However the Council meets in various forms depending 
upon the topic. For example, if agriculture is being discussed, the Council will be composed of each 
national minister for agriculture. They represent their governments and are accountable to their national
political systems. Votes are taken either by majority or unanimity with votes allocated according to 
population ”

“There are twenty-eight member states who have conferred powers upon the EU institutions (other 
countries are tied to the EU in other ways). In exchange for conferring competencies, EU states are 
assigned votes in the Council, seats in Parliament and a European Commissioner among other things. 
The internal government of member states vary between presidential systems, monarchies, federations 
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and microstates however all members must respect the Copenhagen criteria of being democratic, 
respecting human rights and having a free market economy”

“Some member states are outside certain areas of the EU, for example the eurozone is composed of only 
19 of the 28 members and the Schengen Agreement currently includes only 22 of the EU members.” 

Then I found this – Source: https://www.neweurope.eu/article/oligarchs-brussels/

“In order to put an end to this oligarchy we need to rethink the system and restore democracy within the 
European institutions. We need to give the power back to the people by re-stablishing a “government of 
the people, by the people, for the people”. In order to reach that goal, a number of measures need to be 
taken simultaneously.

“First of all, we need to give a real political face to Europe, identifying someone in charge who embodies 
Europe for Europeans, and for non-member states, modelled on the function of the US president. In this 
way, a single, directly elected European president would represent all the citizens of all the Member 
States.”

Wow! Wow! Wow! - That is just what I wrote above:

I am going to make an assumption here – that rule by a government rather than a monarch or a religious 
leader was a radical idea and of course there was great resistance to allow a government of the people’s 
choosing to take place, because that set a precedence for other countries to make changes in their 
ruling/governing options.

~>Synchronicity abounds – pull it all together>~

The point I am making is regarding when those who rule, seek to maintain the power, by any means 
necessary.  What drives them to maintain their power and have no consciousness about who gets hurt in 
the continuing quest to maintain power, as the Pope revealed in the Treaty of Verona, the Britain King 
regarding the formation of the USA? The Chatholic Church has a very violent history in the not to distant 
past. The horror’s suffered by the Carmelite nun. As I have researched some historical documents, I.e, 
Statues of Mortmain, Magna Carta, Cannon Law, Monroe Doctrine, Treaty of Paris, and more to figure 
out what is going on in this World. There was great difficulty in allowing people to be free and masters of 
their own destiny. Granted some people need rules and guidelines so that they cause no harm to others.

I heard a discussion once about a Buddhist practice for dealing with criminals. For 6 months the criminal
is not allowed to speak and is required to have chores to contribute. I contemplated on the principle of 6 
months of silence and realized that that person would have only their own thougthts to have a self-
conversation with. Are those 6 months the optimal time to assist the criminal to self-examine and then 
choose to change their ways?

Self-examination or self-challenging is not a practice that seems to be taught in common school 
education. There appears to be a lack of self-restraint and for some reason with the advent of social 
media. Keep your unkind thoughts to yourself. Katy Perry did not need to say she would have done one 
more fitting, when it came to Megan Markel’s wedding dress. Why is that important to express publicly? 
Who cares what Katy Perry thinks about the wedding dress. Small minds talk about people. We need a 
discussion of ideas, principles, not personal attacks. 

Example: When it comes to our political system, if you are not having a Constitutional point discussion, 
then you have no point. It is either Constitutional or it is not. Any other talking point is a waste of time. 
And for all of you that claim this is a Democracy – it is in fact a Constitutional Republic!!! Benjamin 
Franklin warned us regarding the Constitutional Republic - “if you can keep it.”

So now what we have are the psychopaths and their minions and systems attempting to subvert, 
override, undo our USA Constitution. Why? They are psychpaths, and that is what psychopaths do. Now 
is a good time to extend the discussion of the psychopath attribute with the vampire metaphor…
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~>The Vampire’s Metaphor=Insight into Psychopathic Behavior<~

Kill without remorse [or allow death without 
intervention]

Benghazi

Experts at using others [to carry out their nefarious 
agenda] (Fake President using Son)

Obama using Lynch, Holder, Yates, FBI, DOJ to 
hide and keep secret information

They know how to wear a mask [of sanity]

They show you what you want to see [hiding their 
true intent]

How many of you fell for the artificial 
robotic manifestation of Obama?/Biden

They Glorify themselves How many times did Obama say “I” Biden blames

Can shrug pretty much anything off  [because they 
have no compassion or conscience]

HRC

They never take blame [for their own actions] HRC

They don’t understand emotions [because they lack
the empathic part in the brain]

Agreed upon by professionals who study them

They have no empathy Dictators, Rulers who slaughter their own people

They won’t suffer independent thinkers” [because 
only their agenda matters]

President Trump is disruptive because his 
authenticity exposes the frauds

They’re excellent actors when it suits them 
[actually they are always acting, never revealing 
their true self with mis-direction]

It’s all about control [at all times] Fidel Castro/Any Dictator

...Value you only as much as they can use you

They have a flair for the dramatic What Happened – Divine Intervention (get over it)

They pretend to be your best friend until they take 
your life

They have a gaze that can wipe your memory or 
mind control you to carry out their agenda

Warren Jeffs twisted information from the Bible to 
manipulate followers that allows for extreme 
abuse, mentally, emotionally, spiritually, physically

I have given real world examples to wake us up from the myth that psychopaths are only serial killers and
pedophiles. Experts agree they infiltrate positions of power to influence and create systems in their own 
image. They just create havoc and add no value, hiding behind the curtain like the Wizard of Oz. What a 
great metaphor “Wizard.” Psychopaths are wizards at hiding, mis-directing, co-opting others via the 
attributes of the metaphorical vampire. Hey how about this metaphor – psychopaths are metaphorical 
Vampiric Wizards.
It is now time to really wake you up.
http://alt-market.com/articles/3431-global-elitists-are-not-human

You must read this article now. Maybe 2 or 3 times. This article is so well wordsmithed, there is not one 
word that cannot be left out...
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Soros, Feinstein, Schumer, Obama, Shiff, Pel;osi 

Soros, Feinstein, Schumer, Obama, HRC

Now here is the real eye opener - The deplorable display by the Democreats  attempting to covertly ruin 
Kavanaugh - that was a display of how the psychopathic systems operate. The Democrats attempt to 
destroy Kavanaugh's dignity,  revaled they lack dignity! I knew something was up when only 1 
Democrat stood or clapped during the State of the Union, 2018. The Kavanaugh hearing revealed the 
the Democrats true dark heart,  they exposed themselves. That event should really wake you up. FYI; 
The world is watching . You should hear what other countries people are learning about the Democrats

Fake  Pres  Biden

WEF/Fauci (jabs) Beagle dogs tortured, animal
torture starts in childhood , Big Pharma



Global Elitists Are Not Human 

“After studying the behavior of globalists and their organizations for quite some time, I have noticed that 
their psychological patterns tend to match with a narrow band of people that are best described as 
“criminally insane.” More accurately, globalists behave like high-functioning narcissistic sociopaths and 
psychopaths.”

~>The Star Spangled Banner<~

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star-Spangled_Banner_(flag)

“The Flag was flown over the fort when 5,000 British soldiers and a fleet of 19 ships attacked Baltimore 
on September 12, 1814. The bombardment turned to Fort McHenry on the evening of September 13, and 
continuous shelling occurred for 25 hours under heavy rain. When the British ships were unable to pass 
the fort and penetrate the harbor, the attack was ended, and on the morning of September 14, when the 
battered flag still flew above the ramparts, it was clear that Fort McHenry remained in American hands. ”

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/on-its-200th-anniversary-five-myths-about-the-
star-spangled-banner/2014/09/11/aa2cab5c-3830-11e4-bdfb-de4104544a37_story.html?
noredirect=on&utm_term=.8987932cfe4f

“[the 15 starred flag] It was raised over Fort McHenry after the bombardment ended on the morning of 
Sept. 14, 1814, a sight that galled the British but thrilled Francis Scott Key...”

There is a story that the flag was held up by Fort McHenry soldiers through out the night. As I researched
this several sources confirm that it was a rainy night and the commissioned flag was in fact wool and was 
40 x 32 Feet!. Rain soaked it would have been too heavy to stay on the pole without breaking it.  During 
the battle a smaller a smaller flag was hoisted 17 x 25 feet, and has since disappeared. The original flag 
from that battle is at the Smithsonian, and said to have been raised the morning after the battle. Thus 
inspiring the lawyer Francis Scott Key to write a poem, which later became our National Anthem.

I was hoping the soldiers hold up the flag during the night story would be true. However I can find no 
evidence of that story. Regardless the story of the battle’s results was that the British were defeated by 
the Americans and the British had tremendous battleships, soldiers, artillery bombardment and still lost 
the battle.

Why have I brought this up? “Taking a knee” to protest police during the singing of the USA National 
Anthem. The Flag and Anthem have nothing to do with the Police. The American Flag is a metaphor and 
a principle about American Independence from the brutal psychopathic attempts of the 
British/European monarchy and the Pope (treaty of Verona) to bring the 15 states under their rule (Fort 
McHenry flag had 15 stars for the 15 states). People on both sides of the battle lost their lives and left 
families without their loved ones. And the World still has the same problem today. Thank you to the 
psychopaths and their ilk. Regardless of whether they are defined as narcissistic sociopaths…

“The Psychopath is the Apex predator of the human race, and if you are not like them you 
cannot keep up the pace.” Faith Dominoe

~>Decoding the Psychopath<~

As I have researched and thought about this topic of psychopaths and their systems, and the concern of 
the professionals who study them and the professional’s dilemma of how to get people of the world to 
recognize the chaos and destruction the psychopaths and their systems cause. I have presented the 
information here with as much exhaustible information that I could come up with, so that you on your 
own can develop the skills to recognize the psychopaths and their systems on your own, giving you the 
ability to “choose” to step off of their metaphorical chess board, because you now have the information to
help you recognize “daily” the psychopathic tactics. I see psychopaths everywhere – in politics, news, 
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movies, tv shows, etc. I very carefully pay attention to the dialogue I hear, because I am searching for the 
hidden language they use to deflect attention off of them and onto someone or some event.

We all have a bit of a psychopath who hides in the dark recess of our mind. Recognizing our bity 
psychopath and learning how to master it’s distractions and confronting it with radical honesty is the 
experience of enlightenment. I have never ever seen or heard anyone explain it like this. Why does it 
need to be kept a secret? Why can’t the enlightened tell us the process?

~>Choosing to not “live between the lies.”<~

I was not at all interested in the wedding of Harry and Megan because I assumed what they do over there 
has no effect on me. Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Little did I know that their wedding would have a profound 
effect on me. I found a channel that had a 2 hr overview and recorded it. I watched it a couple of days 
later. OMG! There were many things I was thinking as I watched. All of a sudden I realized they were 
choosing to NOT “live between the lies.” What follows next will likely upset some of you. That is not my 
issue it is yours. Dealt with it.

1) Megan is not British, Royalty or White. She is divorced.

2) Harry and Megan were able to choose each other without having to follow a mandate.

3) Charles felt obligated to follow a mandate, to produce an heir.

4) Diana knew Charles was involved with Camilla.

5) Charles could not marry Camilla because she was divorced, due to the mandate.

6) I imagine the Queen is rather perturbed about Harry and Megan’s marriage. Did she smile once?

7) Harry and Megan are not quite as obligated to follow a mandate as William likely is required to follow.

8) I was rather disgusted with Charles for creating an unhappy life for Diana.

9) I had heard that Megan asked Charles to escort her to Harry because her father could not attend.

10) When I saw Charles offer his arm to Megan – Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! - I was gobsmacked.

11) I then began considering what a heart wrenching choice Charles had to make in his loyalty to the
mandate. He had to marry another royal and produce an heir. FYI: The Spencer’s have far more royal 
heritage than the Windsors.

12) In that moment when Charles escorted Megan to Harry, a transformation of mind took place.
Considering the obligations and mandates Charles was under, and having to turn his back on Camilla 
whom he really loved – I went from disgust to compassion for Charles.

13) Interesting that what I assumed about the marriage event for Harry and Megan would not affect me,
was so untrue!

14) Not only did I have a change of mind I also had a change of heart.

15) That is the process of enlightenment. You can’t change the world. You can change your mind about
the world. My mind changed about Charles thus affecting what I felt towards him. What you think is the 
source of your emotions.

Enlightenment can happen at any moment. Enlightenment is a process, a journey. If it is also an eventual
destination to a different location of time and space in a different realm – I am not familiar with that, 
though I have heard that it is.
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Harry and Megan will likely never know that their wedding brought freedom to my mind and heart about
an Issue that bothered me. Whenever I saw or heard something about Charles my mind would always go 
to thinking what a miserable life he gave to Diana and feel disgust towards him. Now I have a new 
understanding of Charles journey and feel compassion for him and also admiration that he did what he 
believed was necessary and set aside his personal desire to fulfill a mandate.

As I was considering adding this event to this dissertation on psychopaths – I considered that since 
psychopaths lack the empathy part of the brain, therefore feeling no compassion for others – the 
psychopath may not have the ability to experience the journey of enlightenment during their lifetime. I 
therefore conclude that it may require emotions to experience enlightenment.

I know there is dark rhetoric about their wedding ceremony, and each of them. So what! There is a saying
something like this in the Bible, Old Testament “they meant it for Evil, but God meant it for Good.” So 
while all of those who are trolling and expounding perceived darkness, I had a transformational 
experience and it did not occur in their real time because I watched it 2 days after the actual event. 
Anything can trigger a transformation at any time. Remember I had that transformational experience at 
my husbands Father’s funeral. Hmmm. A funeral and a wedding, hmmm, 2 certainly opposite events. 
The point is that both needed my radical honesty to transform. You can either stay stuck in your angst or 
you can set yourself free. You have the power. 

I am so grateful to both Harry and Megan for assisting me to be set free, simply by doing their own 
journey. How many of you have unawares helped someone else be set free?

~>The Journey Back<~

There is a late night radio show “Coast To Coast AM.” I had stopped listening for about 5 years. One day I
kept hearing this being said to me - “listen to Coast to Coast” all day long. That phrase pestered me all 
day. So I turned on the show and a guest was announced. This guest was scheduled for 3 hours and was 
kicked off after the 2nd hour, because the host did not understand what the guest was saying. I was getting
it. Then that show for review was reduced down to 13 minutes. What? What? So I got the guest’s book. 
OMG! What a journey that put me on which led me to another author that totally assisted me to gain an 
understanding of what the problem of our Earthly experience entails. Boom! Boom! Boom!. This has 
been around a 15 year journey with all kinds of lessons that were made available to me because of a 
change of mind throughout the 15 year journey that started with listening to that radio show. The host 
has no idea how my mind thus my life has changed because of allowing that guest to be on. While 
ultimately led to be to able to make this presentation on psychopaths and their systems. 

I had to effort to make this comprehensive transformation of the mind to take place reading the authors 
3 books, then taking on another author’s comprehensive information which I needed to be set free from 
the religious mind control, leading me to gain the truth of my own journey rather than a journey 
someone else needed me to take which supported their delusions of grandeur. That is how the 
psychopath operates. You are convinced that what they teach is the correct information. I guess you 
could say that I took myself through my own mind deprogramming process. No one in my circle of 
influence knew what I needed or what I needed next. Even I did not know what I needed next. Something
knew and guided me to the next phase of my journey. This new journey has not been easy because most 
believe that the journey they are on is the right journey for them. As long as there is no harm involved – 
whatever they do is O.K. For those that truly want to challenge theirself to improve who they are – I have 
no doubt that what you need next will manifest for you. It manifested for me and continues to do so.

O.K, now onto some horrific realities that must be faced in order to change them.

The sources will have the link to the full article on www.divinedominoes.com – Only excerpts from these 
articles will be added to make a point.

This is the first article that really woke me up as to what is wrong with the world:
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Source: http://drsircus.com/world-news/psychopaths-rule-our-world-medicine-politics-and-war/

 Psychopaths Rule Our World – Medicine, Politics and War (Reprinted with permission)

“The incidence of psychopathy among CEOs is about 4 percent, four times what it is in the population at 
large. According to Wikipedia, the DSM IV-TR gives the prevalence of psychopathy as 3% in males and 
1% in females. Many forensic psychologists, psychiatrists and criminologists use the terms sociopathy 
and psychopathy interchangeably. Leading experts disagree on whether there are meaningful differences 
between the two conditions. Certainly there are meaningful differences from one psycho and sociopath to
another. “

“In the United States congress the percentage is higher. In fact, in reading Dr. Ron Paul’s most recent
essay Reckless Congress Declares War on Russia—all but ten congressmen voted for the measure. 
Any good psychologist would conclude that there are 425 psychopaths in the House of 
Representatives and only 10 normal people who care about children and everyone else. “

Ron Paul said: 

“Today the US House passed what I consider to be one of the worst pieces of legislation ever. The 
bill was 16 pages of war propaganda that should have made even neocons blush, if they were capable
of such a thing. I can hardly believe they are getting away with it again, and this time with even 
higher stakes: provoking a war with Russia that could result in total destruction!”

“The resolution directly involves the US government in the conflict by calling on the US president to
“provide the government of Ukraine with lethal and non-lethal defense articles, services, and training
required to effectively defend its territory and sovereignty.” This means US weapons in the hands of 
US-trained military forces engaged in a hot war on the border with Russia. Does that sound at all like
a good idea?”

“There are too many more ridiculous and horrific statements in this legislation to completely discuss.
Probably the single most troubling part of this resolution, however, is the statement that “military 
intervention” by the Russian Federation in Ukraine “poses a threat to international peace and 
security.” Such terminology is not an accident: this phrase is the poison pill planted in this legislation
from which future, more aggressive resolutions will follow. After all, if we accept that Russia is 
posing a “threat” to international peace how can such a thing be ignored? These are the slippery 
slopes that lead to war.”

“A psychopath is not a psychopath unless he or she can hide their tracks with total success. They get 
away with murder exactly because no one sees it coming because they are that good and that 
intelligent with their ruinations. So most people would not recognize a psychopath until they are 
trapped, suffering or dying at the hands of one. This describes most people’s idea of psychopaths 
who are hidden wolves among the many sheep. But how about those psychopaths who show their 
colors in broad daylight like the American Representatives just did.”

“However I forget. How many are willing to accuse over ninety five percent of members of congress 
of being psychopaths? It is just exactly this that could end up ending us all. As sheep we have never 
learned to hunt the wolves among us. These are nuclear armed wolves. Others are armed with 
needles and drugs. In the medical world the hurt and harm done by psychopaths is highly personal 
and more easily hidden.”

Medical Psychopaths
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“A Florida infant was taken away from his mother for five months because he was underweight and 
she only wanted to feed him soy formula. A Connecticut girl was taken from her parents for one year
after a disputed diagnosis. Parents and their advocates are complaining that aggressive doctors and 
case workers are pushing parents out of the picture after the parents disagree with a diagnosis. “

“This is what we have come to in medicine. It is not just fascism in medicine, and it is not just 
arrogance. The medical field has attracted the worst elements of society – psychopaths and 
sociopaths both. Modern medicine kills and maims a lot of people each year because of psychopathic
guiding philosophies and practices that direct some specialties.”

"English doctors who may be ambivalent about vaccines are being weeded out of the profession by 
the ‘revalidation’ process, where they have to renew their license to practice. Around 8,500 doctors 
have already left the profession after failing to meet the requirements of the process, and this 
includes doctors specializing in environmental medicine and others who may hold any ‘alternative’ 
views. The two most obvious specialties that are abominations to Hippocratic principles are 
pediatrics and oncology. "

“A Maine nurse Kaci Hickox, who battled politicians over her quarantine after she returned from 
treating Ebola patients in West Africa said she will continue speaking out on behalf of public health 
workers. "In the past, a quarantine was something that was considered very extreme. I’m concerned 
about how lightly we’re taking this concept today," said Hickox. "I’m concerned that the wrong 
people are leading the debate and making the decisions. “

“Psychologist Martha Stout – who – clinical instructor in psychiatry at Harvard Medical School for 
25 years – estimates in her book The Sociopath Next Door that as many as 4% of the population are 
conscienceless sociopaths who have no empathy or affectionate feelings for humans or animals. 
Using the U.S. as an example, that means that 12 million Americans are sociopaths. Because 
sociopaths are ruthless and will squash their rivals and burn institutions to the ground in order to 
reach their goals – but great at pretending that they care about people – they are incredibly 
destructive. Other mental health experts put the percentage of sociopaths at 1-3% of the population, 
which is 3-9 million Americans.”

“One of the favorite ways psychopaths choose to hurt others is with poison medications (just look at 
the side effects to see the poisonous effects of any drug) because it cannot be traced back to them. “It
is likely that at some time in your life you will come into painful contact with a psychopath. For your
own physical, psychological, and financial wellbeing, it is crucial that you know how to identify the 
psychopath, how to protect yourself and how to minimize the harm done to you,” writes Dr. Robert 
Hare.” 

Psychopaths Fill Top Medical Posts

“When you look at modern medicine that is responsible for so much death and suffering we can 
understand the kind of mind (and the lack of heart) necessary to lord over such massive hurt done to 
others. The God like powers of the CDC and FDA are put in the hands of psychopaths who make it 
legal for a certain class of people (doctors) to poison their patients with highly dangerous 
pharmaceuticals. Top officials at the CDC are heartless monsters—mind fiends with no hearts—as 
good a definition for psychopaths as any.” 

“Psychopaths, even those who are psychopathic killers, however, are not mad, according to accepted 
legal and psychiatric standards. Their acts result not from a deranged mind but from a cold, 
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calculating rationality combined with a chilling inability to treat others as thinking, feeling human 
beings. We really have no idea how cold hearted even the medical profession is and how 
pediatricians insist on injecting more and more poisons into their young patients.”

“The last thing psychopaths want us to know is the truth about them. Psychologist and FBI criminal 
profiler Dr. Robert Hare describes psychopaths as "intraspecies predators who use charm, 
manipulation, intimidation, and violence to control others and to satisfy their own selfish needs.” 

“Hare continues, “Lacking in conscience and in feelings for others, they cold-bloodedly take what 
they want and do as they please, violating social norms and expectations without the slightest sense 
of guilt or regret. There is a class of individuals who have been around forever and who are found in 
every race, culture, society and walk of life. Most everybody has met these people, been deceived 
and manipulated by them, and forced to live with or repair the damage they have wrought. These 
often charming—but always deadly—individuals have a clinical name: psychopaths. Their hallmark 
is a stunning lack of conscience; their game is self-gratification at the other person’s expense.” 

“Dr. Hare says that, “Psychopaths see nothing wrong with themselves, experience little personal 
distress, and find their behavior rational, rewarding, and satisfying; they never look back with regret 
or forward with concern. They perceive themselves as superior beings in a hostile, dog-eat-dog world
in which others are competitors for power and resources.” 

Super Psychopaths at the Top

“Psychopaths are scarier and much more dangerous than any of us think. They are the ones that are 
most likely the people to wield a power sufficient enough to hurt the entire earth. The psychopaths at 
the top of the human food chain are busy building a new world order that creates a stronger more 
centralized power where they can control every aspect of our existence. This is a problem because 
the psychopathic elite, not only can they not feel the pain of others, but their power and wealth are 
gained from deliberately causing others suffering. “

“The nastiest psychopaths gravitate towards the world of medicine where the pain they inflict is very
personal. Though instead of knifing people and children in the back psychopaths use mass 
vaccination to slowly twist their venomous intentions into the soul of our existence. “

“A Bay area mother spends her day caring for a bedridden daughter who can no longer walk and has 
very little vocabulary. She blames it on the flu vaccine. "She (used to) love school, she was running, 
playing signing in the church choir," said Carla Grivna, who says the nightmare started last 
November when she took her daughter to get her routine flu shot. Four days after getting the vaccine,
Mary Sue fell ill with a rare viral infection of the brain called Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis
(ADEM).”

“Vaccinationists are psychopaths who love to hide the hurt and death caused by vaccines. The federal
vaccine court pays out billions for the damages that these vaccine touting professionals sing in praise
of. Vaccination rates offer them a direct window to the exact percent of the human population they 
have under their control. Vaccines are used by the elite to see how much government control people 
will docilely accept and they accept a lot. “

"Over forty children paralyzed by vaccines in one village. Out of 500 children who received the new 
meningitis vaccine MenAfriVac, at least 40 of them between the ages of 7 and 18 have become 
paralyzed. Those children also suffered hallucinations and convulsions.”
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“Just one of hundreds of examples of the evil inherent in modern pharmaceutical medicine, 
especially as it is practiced in the United States, where the governmental medical establishment 
favors the massive poisoning of the public is:” 

“John L. Brownlee, the United States attorney for the Western District of Virginia, said the impact of 
Purdue’s marketing of OxyContin had resulted in rising crime rates, teenage drug addiction, 
deaths and other problems. “The results of Purdue’s crimes were staggering,” he said. Purdue 
Pharma, agreed to pay $600 million in fines and other payments to resolve the criminal charge of 
“misbranding” the product. Purdue Pharma, based in Stamford, Conn., heavily promoted OxyContin 
to doctors like general practitioners, who often had little training in treating serious pain or in 
recognizing signs of drug abuse. But experienced drug abusers and novices, including teenagers, 
soon discovered that chewing an OxyContin tablet — or crushing one and then snorting the powder, 
or injecting it with a needle — produced a high as powerful as heroin. OxyContin is a pure, high-
strength version of a long-used narcotic, oxycodone.[1]”

“Many companies thrive by creating chemicals, foods, drugs, and dental products that poison and kill
people without a trace back to the source.” 

“When a psychopath is caught and chained even then he will not change.”

“Psychopaths are morally depraved individuals who represent the "monsters" in our society. They are
virtually unstoppable and untreatable predators whose violence is planned, purposeful and 
emotionless. The neurology of psychopaths makes it hard to impossible for them to feel empathy. It 
does not matter who or how many suffer they just cannot feel the pain of others. They just do not 
care. “

“The Stanford Graduate School of Business writes, “Because psychopaths can’t feel emotions such 
as fear, they are well suited to executive decision-making. They can eliminate emotion from 
weighing the upside and downside of actions; there will be no sleepless nights for them because they 
have closed a plant and put thousands out of work.” 

“On one anti vaccination site I read these words: “After watching the videos posted below, which are
the real stories of victims of the Psychopathic Vaccine Industry and its Pushers, it will crystallize for 
the viewer the differences between humanity and those distorted beings involved in Vaccine 
production, promotion and dispensing. Although they are extremely sad and tragic, they are also 
stories of courage, and highlight the powerful and positive qualities of the Human Spirit.”

“The best way to defeat these distorted beings is to channel the anger one feels about the intentional 
devastation and destruction of lives, being increasingly imposed on us by these Psychopaths, into 
spreading the awareness about Vaccine ineffectiveness and dangers, to as many people as possible.”

Conclusion

“Medical experts are saying that the biggest flaw of Big Pharma today is a high percentage of 
ineffective products being sold without previous clinical trials. This is particularly true when anti-
cancer medications are concerned. The sad fact is that Big Pharma prefers to invest in advertising 
and bribing officials instead of attempting to make their products truly effective. Today 
pharmaceutical manufacturing is handsomely funded by politicians and organized crime, since it’s 
has become one of the most efficient money laundering schemes that has already corrupted a large 
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number of US and EU officials,” writes Vladimir Platov. Not exactly what you would call a clean 
business model. “

“We have not come up with a way of addressing the worst elements among our race so we doom 
ourselves to a darkness that plagues humanity. Psychopaths do not feel guilty about anything they do.
They do not care if they are wrong. They do not care about you or your children. As far as I am 
concerned that pretty much describes what the CDC and FDA are all about. “

“Marta Stout in her book The Sociopath Next Door says, “There is credible evidence that some 
cultures contain fewer sociopaths than do other cultures. Disturbingly, the prevalence of sociopathy 
in the United States seems to be increasing. The 1991 Epidemiologic Catchment Area study, 
sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health, reported that in the fifteen years preceding the 
study, the prevalence of antisocial personality disorder had nearly doubled among the young in 
America, It would be difficult, closing in on impossible, to explain such a dramatically rapid shift in 
terms of genetics or neurobiology.” 

“Robert Hare writes that he believes "our society is moving in the direction of permitting, 
reinforcing, and in some instances actually valuing some of the traits listed in the Psychopathy 
Checklist — traits such as impulsivity, irresponsibility, lack of remorse." This is the kind of medical 
system we have created. In the United States the medical system is an efficient killing machine. “

“Special Note: Political psychopaths are even more common, especially in the United States of 
America.”

~>Reflection<~

It took reflection on mental, emotional, and spiritual trauma, as I gained an accumulation of information
that I pursued to understand why me as a good person, causing no harm to anyone, having no intent in 
my heart to cause harm or traumas, was attacked and blamed for things I had not done, experienced 
great heart break several times, not understanding why people would want to bring those experiences to 
me. Once I learned that people act out of their own internal pain, bringing painful experiences to others, 
had not taken the journey to heal their trauma. When you have the experience of trauma perpetrated by 
another person, is usually due to that person not realizing that causing pain to another human, does 
nothing to heal that pain. 

I had watched hours of Oprah and Dr. Phil shows. Eventually I ended up yelling at Dr. Phil, to say 
“causing pain to another person, does nothing to heal your pain.” I finally had to quit watching Dr. Phil 
as I never, ever heard him say those words. I guess I had taken this learning as far as I could.

Then as I began paying attention to world issues and their continuity of never ending wars, conflict, false 
flag operations to distract, political bully pulpit, etc. I could not understand why they just don’t talk to 
each other. Why is there such an investment in ongoing conflict? I wondered whom does it serve? Aren’t 
people tired of this constant conflict? I certainly am. Why can’t we have peace? Why can’t we co-operate 
and get along? 

~>Political Turpitude<~

When an Earth tragedy occurs like an earthquake, people from other countries with equipment and skills
show up to assist. What the hell is wrong with politics? I am so tired of Pelosi and Schummer. They just 
only effort to keep the conflict ongoing. That is stupid! Stupid! Stupid! During the State of the Union I 
watched in shock as the Democrats sat stoically through the whole presentation. I think there was just 1 
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Democrat that stood at some point. Really? Really? Only 1 Democrat stood! I thought “the Emporer has 
no clothes.” That is a metaphor for – the Democrats really revealed themselves didn’t they? How could 
they be so unified against President Trump who is doing so many  good things. For years I said we need a
business man to run the business of the country. How can any of you sleep at night with such viciousness 
in your heart? There is a saying in the Bible that goes something like this: “come let us reason together.” 
Why can’t that be the case now? What has happened to us, America, England (the muslim take over of 
the government) the muslim rapes in Sweden, now called the Rape Capital of the World. Really Sweden 
that is what you want to be known for now?

It just occurred to me that the same thing is occurring here in the USA Trump political world. I am not 
one for lables, however, since they are defined in politics as left and right and most understand what that 
means to some degree. Using the left and right as a metaphor – here we go – The left is acting just like 
the psychopathic Monarchs and Pope who resisted the creation of the USA. Now for the literal – The Left
cannot tolerate independent thought. The Left is still attached to a fantasy outcome, and still 2 years 
later they are like a child throwing a tantrum because they did not get what they believed they deserved.  
I am mystified as to why they can’t get over the loss. They are still suffering and because they can’t 
reconcile that what they believed they deserved and not what the people “basket of deplorables” wanted. 
I am so glad someone recorded that so that we could have insight as to what the true thinking of of the 
falsely entitled thought about us independent thinkers. Think on that – because we did not want that 
deplorable leader as our president – we are the problem. Really? It is the same as wanting them to be 
worshipped as our God - that is what the Framers separated us from in the Constitution, Bill of Rights, 
and Declaration of Independence. Do you get it yet? It is still the same psychopathic agenda. Psychopaths
believe they should be our God(s), and adored while they murder, rape, molest, sacrifice another human 
being in horrific riturals. HRC – that is what is “horrific.”

Here is the true issue – us deplorables saw through your psychopathic agenda and stopped you. Many 
knew something was wrong, yet had no way to define the issue. This is why I am providing this 
information, so that we have a clear definition of what is wrong with this world. Psychopaths are 
“unhuman” and will stop at nothing to rule the rest of us by any deplorable means necessary. Metaphor 
here: The curtain is pulled back and you are exposed. Get over yourself. Crawl back into your dark hole 
and stay there and play with your fellow psychopaths and leave us the hell alone. We know who you are, 
how your operate and are rising up to keep you in your dark hole.

~>See, Hear, Speak no Evil or Head in the Sand – These are no longer an option<~

You would not believe all of the things that have somehow showed up to support this effort as I am 
writing it. What follows next is an expose’ on the foundation for secret societies that perpetrate harm 
with a false belief that creating the most heinous of acts will bring salvation to the world.  What you 
watch or read next will certainly curl the hair under your toes. Those of us who have empathy will want to
vomit. The conundrum is that this horror must be faced/recognized and dealt with if we are to take back 
control and put this world back in sane working order. Those who perpetrate such heinous crimes are not
creatures of a Divine connection. Hello! Hello! - This is what Roseanne Barr understands – this is what 
she is fighting for – to wake people up to the unsane criminals – so that we can establish a sane world.

To the Hollywood Liberals: You must be Scientologists. Your vile rhetoric toward the Trump family is no 
different that the demoralizing tactics used against the Free Thinkers who leave Scientology. Thank you 
for revealing that just like the Emperor – You Have No Clothes!

What follows will likely be on of the most shocking videos you will ever watch.

Youtube video - Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe5y2651lSM
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Source: http://www.energyenhancement.org/Luciferian-Satanic-Sabbatean-Frankists-Kabbalist-
Illuminati-CULT-OF-THE-ALL-SEEING-EYE.htm
Reprinted with permission.
This explains how the Illuminati got their foundation. It is very, very sick and twisted

“Sabbateanism was a 17th-century Jewish Messianic movement in which its leader, Shabbetai Tzvi, 
claimed to be the Messiah. Tzvi maintained that the Messiah would have to sin before he could bring 
redemption of the Jewish People. “

“Since that time the Sabbatean Jews have been the enemies of the Torah Jews; only the Torah Jews were 
sent to the concentration camps of Hitler..”

“The sultan permitted Sabbatai to associate with other Jews and preach in their synagogues. He 
succeeded in bringing over a number of Muslims to his Satanic Kabbalistic views. Whether through his 
efforts or their willingness to follow in his latest steps, about 300 families of Sephardic Jews converted to
Islam, becoming known as the Dönmeh (also spelled Dönme). The followers adhered to a combination of
their Satanic practices as well as Islam.” 

"By the 1680s, the Islamic Dönme had congregated in Salonika, the cosmopolitan and majority-Jewish 
city in Ottoman Greece. For the next 250 years, they would lead an independent satanic communal life —
intermarrying, doing business together, maintaining their own shrines, and following their secret sexual 
satanic traditions." Kemal Attaturk was born in Salonica.”

“Jacob Frank is believed to have been born as Jacob ben Leiba (or Leibowits) in Korolivka, in Podolia of 
Eastern Poland (now in Ukraine), in about 1726. His father was a Sabbatean, and moved to Czernowitz, 
in the Carpathian region of Bukovina in 1730, where the Sabbatean influence at the time was strong. “

“As a traveling merchant he often visited Ottoman territories, where he earned the nickname "Frank", a 
name generally given in the East to Europeans, and lived in the centers of contemporary Sabbateanism: 
Salonica and Smyrna. In the early 1750s, Frank became intimate with the leaders of the Sabbateans. Two 
followers of Sabbatian leader Osman Baba (d. 1720) were witnesses at his wedding in 1752. In 1755 began
to preach the "revelations" which were communicated to him by the Dönmeh in Salonica.”

“”Frank reworked the concept of Tzvi's Sabbatean " Messiah who sins" in encouraging adherents of the 
movement to engage in sin, with the logic that if salvation could be attained through holiness from sin, it 
could also be achieved through indulging in sinfulness. Thus, the practices of the Frankists consist of 
orgiastic, sexually promiscuous rituals. “

“Jacob Frank taught "holiness through sin" and that "good" would come through the triumph of Evil. “

“What was prohibited would be allowed including adultery, incest and pedophilia. “

“Witchcraft and satanic rituals were introduced with animal and human sacrifices.”

“Jacob Frank reversed the truth. "Since we cannot all be saints, let us all be sinners." “

"To ascend one must first descend. No man can climb a mountain until he has first descended to its foot. 
Therefore we must descend and be cast down to the bottom rung, for only then can we climb to the 
infinite. No region of the human soul can remain untouched by this struggle." 

"I did not come into this world to lift you up but rather to cast you down to the bottom of the abyss…The 
descent into the abyss requires not only the rejection of all religions and conventions, but also the 
commission of ‘strange acts,’ and this in turn demands the voluntary abasement (degradation) of one’s 
own sense of self, so that libertinism (no morality) and the achievement of that state of utter 
shamelessness which leads to a tikkun of the soul are one and the same thing.”
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“Going against your Soul Path induces shame and guilt and their Karmic consequences. The Perversion 
of your Soul Path induces degeneration of the energies of enlightenment leading to the psychopathy of 
Satanism.”

“Inspired by Satan, he wrote the doctrine of the Antichrist which permitted orgiastic, sexually 
promiscuous rites – incest, rape and sexual intercourse with children, including sodomy on young boys. 
Lucifer was declared the “true god”. Witchcraft and satanic rituals were introduced with animal and 
human sacrifices.”

“In 1755, Jacob Frank formed an official body of believers in the Kabbalah, who became known as 
Zoharists. Their sacred writing is the Zohar - the most important writing among the 550 books of the 
Kabbalah. In 1756, Jewish Rabbis and leaders who had not been converted to the Kabalistic teachings of 
Sabbetai rejected Jacob Frank and his followers and declared them heretics.” 

“Frank led his followers into the Roman Catholic Church where he was baptized. By 1760, the Roman 
Catholic Inquisition discovered that Frank and his followers were using Catholicism as a cover for their 
evil ends. Frank was arrested and imprisoned for the next 13 years. “

 FRANKFURT GERMANY - BIRTHPLACE OF THE Luciferian Satanic Illuminati

“Upon his release from prison, Jacob Frank traveled to Frankfurt, Germany where the Rothschild 
banking family were headquartered. Frank was granted the title of Baron, lived the life of a wealthy 
German nobleman and attracted a large following of Jews in Germany and in other European countries 
including the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The city of Prague became a center for Frankist Jews and 
played a major role in the beginning of the Zionist movement. “

“Frankists have now infil-traited the highest levels in commerce, media, religion, and government, 
especially in the United States. The Frankists, Sabbateans (another Apostate Jewish cabal ) and the 
Illuminati, among other esoteric groups, represent what is called the "Rich Men" in the Bible because of 
their great wealth. “

“The Roman Catholic Church directly pressured the formation of this cabal known as the Illuminati in 
Conspiracy Literature, by persecuting Jews in the Middle Ages and beyond, particularly in the Spanish 
Inquisition, by forcing them to accept Catholic Christianity. “

“It was the wish of some Jews to overcome the yoke of cruel Catholic anti-Semitic persecution that led 
them to initially embrace Sabbatianism from which Frankism evolved. These Jewish "Conversos," are 
also called "Marrano" Jews. “

“Famous Marrano Jews are the Rockefeller Family and Jacob Weishaupt, a Catholic Jesuit Jewish 
Theologian (who also founded/reformed the Illuminati ), and the followers of Jacob Frank, now in turn, 
exhibit clandestine control in, and collaboration with, the Catholic Church. “

“Rulers and Emperors, like Joseph II of Austria were subverted by Frank's own daughter, a beautiful 
woman known as Eva Frank and by the process of hierogamy (sex with a goddess, or representative or 
prostitute - Crowley's, "Whore of Babylon" or the Sodomic, "Dog Priest" with his bottom in the air, of 
Egypt - dedicated to a pagan deity or demon, which is what Eva Frank was represented to be) was 
initiated into Frank's cult. “

“Indeed, after Jacob Frank (shown left ) was on the scene long enough to espouse his "mystery religion," 
what was known as the "Hell Fire Club" sprang up in conjunction to Frank's "sacred sexuality" practices 
in the 18th-century. American Revolutionary Patriot and Freemason, Benjamin Franklin was a frequent 
guest to this Club in England. “
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“Franklin was the leading Freemason in the very place where the War of Independence was organised; he
was a member of British run Freemasonic networks in France, like the Nine Sisters and the San Juan 
Lodges, which started and manipulated the French Revolution in 1789; he was an initiate of the highly 
exclusive Royal Lodge of Commanders of the Temple West of Carcassonne; he was also a member of the 
Satanic Hellfire Club with his close friend, the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, Francis Dashwood, 
15th Baron le DeSpencer (Princess Diana was a Spencer) who was linked to many esoteric groups, 
including the Druid Universal Bond. “

“Dashwood had a huge cave dug at his West Wycombe (Wicca) estate for their Satanic rituals and sexual 
magic ceremonies. They understood and worked with the Satanism while condemning it in public and 
hiding behind Christianity.” 

“Another Hellfire Club member at this time was Frederick, the Prince of Wales, and so were the Prime 
Minister, the First Lord of the Admiralty, and the Mayor of the City of London. This was the company 
kept by Benjamin Franklin, the man who would pretend to lead a rebellion against the same British 
Crown! In truth he was Agent 72 of British Intelligence, the very same organisation created by people like
Francis Bacon and Dr John Dee (Agent 007) during the reign of Elizabeth I. “

“In 1998 excavations under Franklin's former home at 36 Craven Street, near Trafalgar Square in 
London, found the remains of ten bodies, six of them children, and they have been dated to the time that 
Franklin lived there. The cover story appears to be that he and his house mate must have been into grave 
robbing or buying bodies for medical research. Given that Franklin was a member of a group involved in 
ritual sacrifice, in line with the ancient rituals of the Satanic Babylonian Brotherhood, does anyone 
seriously believe that?”

“Jacob Frank, who claimed to be a Messiah of the very spirit of Tzvi, taught his followers to convert to 
another religion and hide behind that religion to practice their Satanism, hence the Frankists converted 
to Catholicism en masse in 1759 amid a great deal of fanfare. This action also meant that Frankists would
integrate with existing Sabbatean elements in the Roman Catholic Church to facilitate eventual takeover 
of the Vatican. Many of the Catholic Priests found to be involved in pederasty are infil-traitored 
Sabbattean Frankists.”

“Another one of Frank's prominent teachings was the accumulation of wealth and riches, even by the 
most devious and criminal actions, thus this is why the Bible calls such the formation of "The Rich Men." 

“Frank lived out his life supported by his large following and subsidized by European nobility. Frank 
nominated his daughter Eva or Eve, to continue the work of his movement until her own death in 1816. 
She became the object of a devotional subcult herself, with some followers keeping small statues of her in
their homes or pictures of her portrait. A copy image of her portrait is a very rare find.”

“ONLY A THUMBNAIL IMAGE of Eva Frank is available of an portrait commissioned by her father in 
the late 18th Century. Eva Frank was regarded as a very beautiful, intelligent, and charming woman. The 
official portrait of her is a well guarded relic available only to practicing Frankists. A priest profiled in 
Lucifer's Lodge showed his devotion to her when he went back into his burning house to retrieve her 
portrait. Supreme Court Justice Lewis Brandeis, a known Frankist, was also a Eva Devotee and kept a 
framed portrait of her on his very desk. “

  THE UNHOLY TRINITY 

“It was the Kabbalistic leadership that handpicked Jacob Frank to develop the teaching begun by 
Sabbatai Zevi and to indoctrinate Mayer Amschel Rothschild and Adam Weishaupt. This alliance of 
Frank-Rothschild-Weishaupt formed an unholy trinity. “

“1. THEOLOGY: Jacob Frank was in charge of creating a Satanic theology that would be the foundation 
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for revolutions. 
2. BANKING: Mayer Amschel Rothschild was in charge of world banking.
3. REVOLUTION: Illuminati Jesuit Adam Weishaupt was in charge of the Satanic revolutionary political
development in the world. “

“This same hetero or Sodomic hierogamy existed in Pagan fertility worship and was also popular in the 
Kingdoms of Israel and Judah, which led to their downfall and eventual captivity. “

“Jewish scripture blames the division of Solomon's kingdom on Solomon's "sins." Though scripture 
states that Solomon was the wisest of all men, it nevertheless faults him with foolishness when it came to 
three things. 1. He gathered too much gold. 2. He took too many wives. 3. He acquired too many horses. 
These three things were expressly forbidden to Jewish kings in scripture. “

“It God Himself who, through Moses, set this warning before the future kings of Israel. What was 
Solomon thinking? Too make a long story short, the prophesy of a "messiah" promised to restore the 
glory of Israel and took hold over the minds of the Jewish people. The messiah would be a man, with 
Divine authority, who would take over where Solomon left off. “

“The Davidic royal dynasty would be restored with Jerusalem at the center of their ever-lasting Kingdom.
This time, however, Davidic dynasty would establish rule over the entire Earth. The messiah would be a 
Jewish king, a descendent of David who would pick up where Solomon left off and establish a messianic 
dynasty upon the entire world. Solomon had taken a lot of heat for his sins but were they sins? Perhaps 
Solomon was in the process of fulfilling the role of the messiah? “

“Let's look at his "sins": In Deuteronomy 17:16-17, a king is commanded not to multiply horses or wives, 
neither greatly multiply to himself gold or silver. “

“1. Greatly multiply gold or silver: Was Solomon attempting to establish a World central bank? 

2. Multiply horse: Was Solomon attempting to assemble the world's greatest army?

3. Multiply wives: Solomon had 700 wives. 700 is a metaphor. According to Jewish tradition, the world is
comprised of 70 nations. 10 is a kabbalistic metaphor for completeness. 700 denotes that Solomon was 
married to all the princesses of the known world, from the daughter of Pharoah on down. He was son-in-
law to the lesser kings and noblemen of the known world. This act of massive polygamy united the 
nations of the world into one family. “

“In short, Solomon's sin brought global solidarity. Solomon turned all nations into allies through mass 
marriage and allies don't fight allies. Family doesn't war with family.”

“Solomon was indeed wise. He married into the tribes of his surrounding neighbors. This is what enabled
him to offer his subjects 40 years of uninterrupted peace. Scripture doesn't relate just how many children
Solomon fathered as a result of his relationship to those 700 princesses and 300 concubines. “

“He had 40 years to create an international spy ring if you will. You can do the math. Yes, I said spy ring. 
Solomon's immense family became fused with the tribes and nations from whence his wives and 
concubines came. Over the course of 40 years children were born. Many naturally became ambassadors 
and infil-trating agents of the Solomonic kingdom insuring peaceful diplomatic relations between 
Solomon and their mother's country of origin. “

“Others became spies, infil-traitors, mingling among the same lands. In essence, Solomon's wives over 
time provided Solomon with a far-reaching and often times clandestine intelligence network. A network 
loyal to the king who also happened to be father. There is no loyalty stronger than filial loyalty.” 
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“The wisdom of Solomon was not lost on Shabbatai Tzvi or his children. “

“Yes. Shabbatai Tzvi had children. The children of Shabbatai Tzvi however are all around you. “

“Remember Solomon's network. The children of Shabbatai Tzvi are your leaders and heroes. They are 
also your villains and your bad guys.” 

“Shabbatai Tzvi knew that he needed to multiply his seed on a scale more efficient than monogamy 
allowed. Although he had several wives he did not accomplish many children through them. He did 
surround himself at times with "virgins." Sometimes up to seventy at a time.” 

“The sex rituals of Jacob Frank and his movement enabled Shabbatai Tzvi's seed to be propagated even 
in a seemingly "monogamous" culture. One male descendant of Shabbatai Tzvi can impregnate any 
number of women during a sex ritual. Obviously, a female descendant can not match that kind of 
messianic reproductive activity. Over time, using Solomon's breeding model, Shabbatai Tzvi's children 
and followers were able to secretly multiply the sacred seed of the messiah. “

“Beginning within the Donmeh sect the descendants of Shabbatai Tzvi began to multiply. Through the 
efforts Jacob Frank, as well as other Shabbatean sects, Shabbatai Tzvi's seed spread across Europe, 
across the Atlantic and into Asia. Wherever there were Jews, there were secret infil-traitor Shabbatean-
Frankists. “

“When Jacob Frank converted to Christianity in Poland, along with hundreds of his followers , the seed 
of Shabbatai Tzvi followed.”

“Wait a minute...Poland? Is the Pope a Catholic? Was Hitler a Rothschild? Was Stalin a Rothschild? Was 
Mao a 33rd Degree Freemason of the Orient Lodge? Is Bill Clinton a Rockefeller? Are ex head of the IMF 
Dominique Strauss-Khan, and French politicians and Presidents Hollande and Sarkosy, Frankists?”

“In short, modern Shabbatean-Frankism is no longer associated with Judaism alone. That is why the war
of the last two hundred years appeared to be fought by gentiles and financed by Jewish bankers. In truth,
they were instigated by, led by, and financed by Shabbatean-Frankists to accomplish the One World 
government of Shabbatai Tzv”i. 

“Infiltration is the key word here. While we are on the subject of Sabbatean Frankist breeding programs. 
Have you ever wondered why the Shabbatean-Frankist banking house of Kuhn-Loeb financed the 
Mormons? Apparently, the Mormons approached Kuhn-Loeb for financing.” 

“Did the Shabbatean-Frankists create Mormonism so that they can rapidly multiply the seed of 
Shabbatai Tzvi more effectively? Were they experimenting with the Solomonic model? Is Utah a whole 
state of people who don't realize that they are the product of a successful Shabbatean-Frankist breeding 
experiment? Is Utah some kind of polygamous model for the future? Does anyone know how babies are 
going to be made in the New World Order? I'll bet the Shabbatean-Frankist calling the shots in the world 
do. How sure are you about anything anymore? The pope is Catholic, right? That is still a certainty, 
right?”

“Shabbatai Tzvi,the "Mystical Messiah" and Jacob Frank, the "Militant Messiah" and their dynasty, the 
Rothschilds. The result of Shabbatean-Frankist messianic efforts have acheieved what David and 
Solomon had initiated. As regards:”

“1. Multiply Gold & Silver: The value of gold, Libor and Forex (ten trillions $ a day)  is fixed everyday in 
the offices of the Rothschilds in London. 
2. Multiply Horses: The Rothschild's Shabbatean-Frankist messianic cult operates the worlds largest
peacekeeping force through the United Nations and NATO. 
3. Multiply Wives: The sex rituals of the Shabbatean-Frankists have exponentially multiplied the group
in a hidden manner providing politicians with no apparent link to the cult that can operate on either side 
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of a given political party or conflict of war. Bastards are spares like Stalin, Hitler and Bill Clinton and 
many more who can be used in all situations.”

“The United Nations envisioned by David and Solomon have been realized through the Cult of the All-
Seeing Eye a.k.a. Shabbatean-Frankists. This realization occurred on a global scale. There was more 
blood shed than David shed in battle with Canaan. "They created a desert and called it Peace" - Tacitus, 
Peace has been achieved, or rather, will soon be achieved across the Earth rather than within the regional
kingdom of ancient Israel.”

“Hetero or Sodomic Hierogamy also exists in Satanic rites as "everyone in the Craft" is aware of "when 
one has sex - Hetero or Sodomic - with a Satanist, demons - "or evil spirits, such as lust and sexual 
bondage" which are Implant Energy Blockage Sexual Addiction Blockages which are always injected 
absorbed transmitted into the other partner, as that person ' becomes one flesh' with the seducing 
Satanist" or Satan, in which the Satanist is standing in for! “

A FORM OF MIND CONTROL..

“One of the stories of Satanism in world history is also a story of the introduced Pagan element of Tantric
Ritual Sex (with the Whore of Babylon) and Ritual Homosexual Anal Intercourse into any Religion - in a 
way, turning every Sacred Symbol upside down - thus the ability to turn any Religion into its perverted 
Satanic opposite. “

“Whilst these satanic practises activate the Kundalini; because they are against the Will of the Soul, they 
also convert your pure positive spiritual energy which has been stored, thus reducing your good energy 
stored to enable Enlightenment, thus perverting and degenerating those who practise these rituals into 
psychopathic satanists, - which is their purpose.”

THE MOVIE, EYES WIDE SHUT is said to be about Frankist sexual rites and based on a 1926 novella 
Dream Story by Arnold Schnitzler. Schnitzler was either a Jewish Frankist himself or quite familiar with 
“Frankist practices as shown in this feature film remake of his work by Stanley Kubrick. Schnitzler was 
an outrageous philanderer in his lifetime and kept a detailed diary of his multiple sexual trysts and, 
...even his orgasms. Kubrick apparently had some Frankist connections to want to remake this novella, 
also but did not live long enough to see the film released... Perhaps he revealed too much... “

“The words, "eyes wide shut," is a mystical phrase used in Monarch Mind Kontrol (MK Ultra) 
Programming and Satanic Cults meaning "whatever you see, don't reveal," which was the theme of the 
movie. It should be noted, that the sexual rituals and activities featured in this film go back 10,000 years 
to before Babylon, thus showing that this is NOT a new phenomenon... and that Frankism was alive and 
well in that era as well as today in the Catholic Church.” 

“The movie, "The Da Vinci Code" starring Tom Hanks attempts to normalise the Satanic Sexual Ritual of 
Hieramos Gamos - Sex with the Goddess or the "Whore of Babylon" which it portrays on film.”

 Sabbatai Zevi and Sabbatean Frankism - The Satanic Cult That Rules the World

“Infiltration of the Elite Oligarchs and their families - Atlantic Integrationists anyone? - in Every Nation 
in the World - is their tactic. “

“They don't advocate a Satanic kingdom. They gently steer you that way by questioning the existence of 
God, by demanding "sexual liberation," "independence" for women, "internationalism," "diversity" and 
"religious tolerance." These all have a hidden agenda: to undermine "all collective forces except our own."

  Sexual Excess as a Religion

“We are told "free love" is "progressive and modern." In fact, like Satanism the Sabbatean sect has 
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indulged in Sexual Rituals including wife sharing, sex orgies, adultery and incest - increasing sexual 
addiction leading on to homosexuality, pedophilia, bestiality, and pornography for more than 350 years. 
They have inducted us into their cult. “

“Antelman cites the proceedings of a rabbinical court where Shmuel, son of Shlomo tearfully confessed 
he had rejected the Torah and had encouraged his wife to have sex several times with Hershel. "I am 
guilty. She did not want to." (111)

“Jacob Frank pimped his beautiful wife to recruit influential men. “

“Adam Weiskaupt, the founder of the Illuminati, got his sister-in-law pregnant.”

“A pertinent anecdote: In his book, "The Other Side of Deception," Mossad defector Victor Ostrovsky 
described how the Mossad relax. At a party, the staff, including many unmarried young females, 
congregated around a pool, totally naked.”

   The Holocaust

“The influence of the Sabbatean conspiracy is hidden in plain sight. For example, the term "Holocaust" is 
used without regard to its true meaning. Rabbi Antelman states that well before World War Two, the 
term meant "burnt offering" as in sacrifice. (p.199)”

“As at Bohemian Grove - we see in pictures and videos - Human Sacrifice of a child, whether real or not, 
by burning, is the Ritual of "The Cremation of Care" in front of a Forty Foot high statue of an Owl 
symbolising Minerva and thus Cybele and Attis - the State Religion of the Roman Empire - inducing a 
closing of the heart, lack of empathy and conscience - Psychopathy as the aim. This Ritual is attended - 
we have the pictures - by major World Oligarchs, Presidents of the United States, scientists, Hollywood 
stars - The creation of people tough enough to do what is necessary to attain their end result.”

“He quotes Bruno Bettleheim who says "calling the most callous, most brutal, most horrid. most heinous 
mass murder a 'burnt offering' is a sacrilege, a profanation of God and man." (205)

Whose sacrifice was it? For what purpose? Obviously, it has something to do with the Sabbateans' occult 
practice. Every time we use that word, we unwittingly join in their sacrilege.”

“According to Antelman, the Sabbateans hated Jews and sought their extinction. He cites rabbis who 
warned as far back as 1750 that if the Jews didn't stop the Sabbateans, they would be destroyed by them. 
(209)”

“And indeed when some Jews tried to save European Jewry from genocide, Antelman says "the 
conservative and reform communities [in the US] went their merry way ignoring these activities. So 
called establishment organizations like the American Jewish Congress, American Jewish Committee, and
B'nai Brith did virtually nothing." (217)

   Intermarriage

“Sabbateans only marry within their demonic sect. They often marry into top elite bloodline families of 
rich, influential Gentiles. Thus, the Fourth Baron Rothschild (Jacob's) mother was not Jewish nor is his 
wife.”

“Another example is Al Gore's daughter Karenna's 1997 marriage to Andrew Schiff, the great grandson of 
Jacob Schiff. Gore's father was a Senator sponsored by Armand Hammer (Occidental Petroleum) whose 
own father was the infiltraitor founder of the American Communist party. Like Hitlery and Dubya, Al 
Gore is another Illuminati agent in charge with his Company - "Blood and Gore" of the Trillion Dollar 
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Carbon Tax scam - his reward for allowing fellow Bohemian and member of the Nazi Death Cult, "Skull 
and Bones" of Yale University, Bush, to win the Presidential election..”

  Conclusion

“Mankind is in the grip of a vicious Satanic cult whose power is so great, they can make their war against 
humanity seem normal and inevitable. Even when their plot is exposed, they can convince everyone that 
it is racist and in bad taste to believe it. They have men fixated on porn while they erect a police state.”

“Western society is morally bankrupt. This elaborate cult network controls politics, information and 
culture. Most leaders are dupes or traitors. The "Intelligentsia" has been bribed while the public is 
distracted and lives in a fool's paradise. “

“Like most nations and religions, Jews have been subverted from within. Zionists are pawns of the 
Sabbateans who used the "holocaust" to engineer the creation of Israel. Millions of Jews been "sacrificed"
to create a Sabbatean Homeland, a "burnt offering" to Satan. “

“God gave man Life: a Miracle full of inherent Beauty and Meaning. He gave us everything we need to 
develop according to his Plan.”

“But people who think limitless power and wealth are better than infinite love have hijacked humanity. 
They want to spoil our Divine Rendezvous and enslave us instead. This is the real meaning of our politics 
and our time. “

[There is much much more. You can research further at the website link provided at the beginning of this
reprint.]

It is only a partial reprint that helps to make the point of the psychopaths and their systems. The article’s 
author sent me some additional supportive information in the reply email message. I have decided not to 
at it at this time. I may add it to the “enlightenment” category at www.divinedominoes.com . I hesitate 
because it is information that most could not handle. 

If you are here at the end of Part I then you have taken an “Eyes Wide Open” journey. Some straight talk 
with supporting material – I had no idea existed. There is not a bunch of fluff words just to fill up space. I
believe in these 49 pages, and if you have read the accompanying articles probably takes you up to maybe
70 pages of critical information, that helps you solve mystifying issues that make no sense. Once you pull 
back the curtain by reading this expose’ you will have given yourself the tools to “know” the who and why 
of those mystifying issues, so that you can disengage, step off their metaphorical chess board, and be free 
and independent to choose your journey.

Happy trails to you till we meet again in Part 2.

Faith Dominoe

July 4, 2018 – Your personal Freedom and Independence Day
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The Original Bio-Mat is designed to enhance relaxation and gives a 
greater sense of well-being, reducing pain and bodily discomforts.

The Original Bio-Mat produces specifically tuned frequencies of 
infrared, passing through amethyst and tourmaline crystals for in-
creased bio-availability of the beneficial light.  The crystal infrared en-
ergy is what brings about relaxation ŀƴŘ ǾŀǊƛŜǘȅ ƻŦ Ǉŀƛƴ ǊŜƭƛΦŜŦ
Original Bio-Mats can be slept on all night, or used in relaxation 
sessions during the day.  You will wonder how you ever lived without it!

Infrared is an invisible light that is therapeutic to the body.  The 
human body both sends and receives infrared within a specific 
infrared spectrum, referred to  as the “Vital Rays. These rays 
have been shown to be most beneficial to the body.  

Passing infrared through Amethyst and Tourmaline crystals 
creates a unique bio-available energy. The amethyst modulation 
of the infrared is what creates soothing, and deeply pene-
trating warmth that the body craves.  

Gemstone-quality amethyst crystals are 
known for their beneficial effects on the 
body since ancient times. The 
“Amethyst Effect” is a change in infrared 
light when refracted through amethyst 
crystals.  Scientists experimented pass-
ing infrared light through a variety of 
substances, including various gems, 
glasses and plastics.  Amethyst was 
found to be the only substance which 
clearly changed the spectrum of infrared 
light.  Waveforms mimicked patterns 
similar to the human voice according to scientists and increased 
bio-availability.   

The Original Bio-Mat is not intended to cure, diagnose, or treat medical condi-tions,. The information herein is for educational purposes only. Consult with your healthcare practitioner before 
using this with your healthcare program. 

New Pain Relieving Item! BioAcoustic Mat
25th Century  Healing Therapy 

Simply sleep and achieve a greater state of health, and wellbeing, 
improve productivity, mental and emotional health. Without drugs!

  360.944.8692

 www.bio-mats.com

The Original Bio-Mat is our  FlagShip Product 
marrying ancient therapy with modern technology

Utilizing "infrared" with "amethyst and tourmaline"
crystals for optimum daily self-care solutions

Professional Size 
Most popular item:
30 yr durability
includes travel case 
for sleep therapy at 
home and abroad.

www.bio-mats.com/bioacoustic-mat

Most popular sleep therapy mat
27.5" X 73"

Truck Drivers use to
combat drive fatigueSingle Size: For those 

over 6' - 39.3" X 78.7" 

Queen Size: 55" X 74" King Size: 76" X 74"

~FREE SHIPPING
 WORLDWIDE~

We suggest rather than a Queen or King, get 2 Professionals 
less cost and portable.



Infrared Infrared is a type of light that is invisible to our eyes.  Infrared is a band in the
electromagnetic spectrum just below the frequency of visible light. The prefix ‘infra’ 
means ‘below’ (lower frequency than red light). About 49% of the energy from the Sun 
that warms the earth is infrared.

The spectrum of light that appears to be most resonant with cell tissues falls within 
the infrared spectrum.  The human body both sends and receives infrared. The body 
emits infrared wavelengths between 3 and 50 microns with the greatest output 
around 9.4 microns (1 micron = 1 millionth of a meter). Within the infrared 
spectrum, in the 6-14 micron range, are rays known as the "Vital Rays." These rays 
have been shown to be most beneficial to the body. 

The Original Bio-Mat is tuned to deliver infrared within this vital ray spectrum. This 
tuning of the infrared is why the Original Bio-Mat resonates so well with the body. 

Infrared Health Benefits
There are many health benefits from the use of infrared. Some of the listed benefits are: 

1. Supports cardiovascular function
2. Improves immune response
3. Relieves pain
4. Eases join stiffness
5. Reduces stress and fatigue
6. Improves skin
7. Assists in detoxification
8. Boosts serotonin to elevate mood



Research performed by Tiina Karu, M.D., of the Laser Technology Center in Russia, holds that the infrared 
spectrum of light speeds up cellular metabolic processes, like stimulating the activity of mitochondria, and 
triggering enzyme activity as well as the healing, regeneration, and normalization of damaged cell tissue. 

When using an infrared mat, the blood is warmed and the blood vessels are dilated.  In addition, nitric oxide 
is released.  This combination improves circulation. 

The body’s immune system is very temperature sensitive.  As the body temperature increases, the immune 
response also increases.  When the body temperature drops below normal the immune system becomes 
impaired. 

Professor Abo (Japan) states that our 
immune functions are improved by 
40% when we increase our body 
temperature by 1°C (1.8°F).  

Ishihara Yumi, PhD (Japan) stated that 
body temperature raised 1°C above 
normal increases immunity 5-6 times 
and that when body temperature 
dropped 1°C decreases immunity 30%. 

A short time on the Oroginal Bio-Mat will often result in a reduction in pain.  This can be seen even in a 
15 minute session at the mid temperature levels.  This is a result of the relaxing of the body, reducing 
stress, and increasing blood flow in the area of discomfort. 

While a short session may reduce pain temporarily, with continual use chronic pain can often be reduced. 

After sleeping on the Original Bio-Mat you may notice less morning stiffness.  A warm body is much 
more flexible. 

Infrared has been known to assist in the detoxification of the skin.  Many people will notice changes to 
skin after several months of continuous sleeping on an infrared mat. 

Infrared sessions, especially at high temperatures can assist to detoxify the body.  The detoxification effect 
is not just toxins eliminated through sweat, but also assistance given to all the body’s detox pathways. 




